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How to perform barbell bench press

How to press the bench with the appropriate shape: lower the bar to your middle of the chest. Press it until your elbows are locked. Here's how bench press with the proper shape: Lie on the bench with your eyes under the bar Take the bar with an average grip width (thumbs around the bar!) Unpack the bar by straightening your arms Lower the bar to your middle of the chest
Press the bar until your arms are straight Hold the weight for a second at the top, with your arms straight. Breathe. Then take a deep breath, hold it, and lower the bar again. Keep your butt on the bench when pressing your back. Five-representative bench sets each StrongLifts 5×5 workout A. The bench press is a complete body, exercise compound. It works your chest,
shoulders and triceps more. This is the most effective exercise to gain upper body strength and muscle mass because it is the upper body exercise that you will lift the most weight on (more overhead press). The bigger your bench, the bigger your chest. To avoid shoulder pain, tuck your elbows in at 75 degrees when you lower the bar. Don't try to stretch your chest by burning
your elbows at 90 degrees. You stuff your shoulders if your upper arms are perpendicular to your lower torso. Tuck your elbows in 75 degrees at Bench Press without pain. Unlike the Squat or deadlift, the bar does not move in a vertical line when you Bench Press with the appropriate shape. It moves diagonally from your middle chest over your shoulders. This is the safest way to
bench press for your shoulders. It is also the most effective way of heavy Bench Press. This is the definitive guide to the appropriate form on the Bench Press. Free: Download my Bench Press checklist for the most important tips to Bench Press with the appropriate form. Review these tips between sets and you will increase your bench press without getting hurt. Sign up for my
daily email tips to get instant access to the checklist. Just click here. Introduction How to press bench how to bench press with the appropriate shape: configuration on the bench, grab the bar, unpack it, lower it to your middle of the chest and press the back. Press bench in power support for maximum security. Set the safety pins to the right height so they catch the weight if you
don't lift it. You don't need a meter if you Bench Press inside the electrical support like I do. If you don't have an electrical support, ask someone in the gym to spot you when you press the bench. Then follow these five simple steps to Bench Press with the appropriate form. Lie on the flat bench with your eyes under the bar. Lift your chest and tighten your shoulder blades. Feet flat
on the floor. Take the bar. Put your pinky on the ring marks of your bar. Hold the bar in the base of your palm with a full handle and straight wrists. Mr. Unrack. Breathe a lot and unpack the bar by straightening your arms. Move the bar over your shoulders with your elbows locked. Lower the bar. Lower it to your middle of the chest while bending your elbows to 75 degrees. Keep
your forearms vertical. Hold your breath at the bottom. Press. Press the bar in your middle of the chest above your shoulders. Keep your on the bench. Lock your elbows at the top. Breathe. Rack the weight once you have Bench pressed five representatives on StrongLIfts 5×5. Finish your last representative first by pressing the weight away from your chest until you have locked
your elbows. Then move the bar horizontally from the top of your shoulders to your electric support. Don't aim for amounts or you might miss them. Aim for the vertical parts of your electrical support. Once you hit them, bend your elbows to lower the bar in the studs. Configuration of the bench press How to set up for the bench press: sit on the bench, lie down, press your shoulder
blades, grab the bar, put your feet, then unpack. Set your equipment first. Put the safety pins of your electrical support at the right height so they can catch the stranded weight. Center your bench. Then adjust before unpacking the weight. Your wrists will bend if you misrepresc drive the bar. Your shoulders will move if your shoulder blades are not tight. And you can't fix it halfway
when the HGV crushes you. Set up correctly to improve your shape and increase your bench press lie down. Sit at the end of your flat bench first. Then lie down and lower yourself on the bench. Put your eyes under the bar. Squeeze your shoulder blades. Lift your chest and tighten your upper back. Ez your shoulder blades from back to bottom. Tighten. Take the Pinky Bar inside
the ring marks. Hold the bar low, close to your wrist. Squeeze the bar with the full handle so it can't move. Put your feet on it. Feet flat on the floor using a shoulder-width position. First place your foot below your knee, then place the other. Mr. Unrack. Raise your arms to lift the bar out of the studs. Move it horizontally until it is balanced on your shoulders. Done. Set up the same
way on each Bench Press set. The more consistent your bench press configuration, the more consistent your technique will be once you start bench pressing the weight. Better technique increases efficiency. It increases how much you Bench Press. Do not configure with zero respect for weight because it is light. Set up the same way if you are bench pressing the warm-up weight
or heavy weight. Bench press form 101 Appropriate bench press form back: vertical forearms at the bottom, bar touches your chest. Your build determines how your Bench Press form will look like maximum efficiency. The wider your shoulders, the wider your grip should be. The longer your arms are, the closer your elbows will be to your torso down. Don't copy someone's Bench
Press form unless you have the same build. Follow these general bench guidelines instead, and change your form as you gain experience. Handle. Hold the bar in the base of your palm, near your wrist. Squeeze the bar. Adhesion width. Hands inside the ring marks of the bar. Vertical forearms downstairs. Inches. Wrap your thumbs around the bar. Do not bench press with a
handle without an inch. Wrists. Right bar on the wrist at the elbow. Do bench with bent wrists or they will hurt. Elbows. Sur Sur to the bottom. They shouldn't touch your torso or flare at 90 degrees. Forearm. Vertical to the ground from all angles: from the side to the front. Shoulders. Keep them back on the bench. Do not shrug your shoulders forward at the top. The upper back.
Squeeze your shoulder blades together to increase stability when you bench. Chest. Lift it to the ceiling. Reach the bar as you lower it. But keep your ass on the bench. Head. Sit your eyes under the bar. Keep your head neutral. Don't push him on your bench. Lower back. Natural arc. I should be able to slide my flat hand between the bench and your back. Buttocks. Keep your
butt on your bench when you bench. Don't cheat by lifting your butt off the bench. Feet. Flat on the floor, not in the air. Feet below the knees. Use a shoulder-width position as on squats. Unracking. Unpack the weight by straightening your arms. Move the bar over your shoulder joint. Well down there. Lower the bar to your middle of the chest. Tuck your elbows in at 75 degrees
while you lower the weight. Lows. Straight wrists, vertical forearms. Elbows in but not against your torso. Bar on the middle of the chest. Right up there. Don't stop downstairs. Press the bar above your shoulders. Lock your elbows. Lock‑out. Lock the bar over your shoulder joint. Lock your elbows at the top. Don't bend them back. Shelving. Lock-out with right elbows. Move the bar
backwards against the grid. Lower it into the studs. Way to the bar. Diagonal line from your middle chest to shoulders. Not vertical on the shoulders, neck or chest. Breathing. Big breath at the top, hold it on the way down, hold it down, exhale at the top. Free: download my Bench Press checklist for the above clues in a handy pdf. Sign up for my daily email tips to get instant access
to the checklist. Just click here. Bench Press Videos Here is a video where you can see me Bench Press with the appropriate form as part of the StrongLifts 5×5 Workout A. You can also hear me answering common questions about bench press at the same time. Watch from 13:24 for bench press tips. Here is my friend and world champion Mike Tuchscherer Bench Pressing over
200kg/440lb. He benches himself, without a meter, in his gym at home like I do. Weights could kill him if he fails. But it is safe because it bench presses inside the electric holder with the safety pins together. Security Failure Representatives How to safely fail the bench press: lower the bar back to your chest. Flatten your torso so the bar touches the bar. Then slip under it. You will
never be stuck under the weight if you Press in power support. Electric mounts have horizontal safety pins to catch the bar in case of failure. Set these pins slightly lower than the lower position when pressing the bench. The bar can't touch the pins on good representatives. If you can't bench the weight, lower the bar to your middle of the chest. Then flatten your torso to lower the
bar on the safety pins. This is the safest way to get to Bench Press. Bench pressing without power support or spotter is dangerous. If you're stuck with the the only way out is the Roll of Shame. Lower the bar to your middle of the chest, roll it to your stomach, then deadlift it up. This won't be nice if because the heavyweights will bruise your stomach. The alternative is bench
without collars so you can tilt the bar to one side. But the gym will hate you for losing weight. Take an electric support. Bench with dumbbells seems safer, but is not. You can't get stuck, that's right. But if you fail to bench heavy dumbbells, they can fall on your face and hurt you. Or you have to throw the dumbbells on the floor and off the gym manager. Bench pressing the electric
support is safer because the safety pins catch the bar if you are stuck. The weight cannot fall on your face or on the floor. It can fail with heavy dumbbells. Fear of injury on the Bench Press is normal. People die every year from Bench Press accidents. Do not use the handle without an inch. Use the full handle so that the bar can't slide out of your hands and kill you. Don't bench
heavy pressing without power support - the bar will crush you if you fail. Start the light and focus on the shape before moving on to the heaviness. Good form will boost your confidence that overcomes fear. Set the safety pins even if you think you can put it on the bench. No spotting bench inside the electrical support, even if you have a meter. Let him help you (a)rack the weight.
He shouldn't touch the bar while you're pressing Bench Press. You don't need a meter if you bench press into the power support. I have been doing this for over 10 years in my home gym, usually without a meter and has never been injured. World champion Mike Tuchscherer Bench Presses amost 500lb and also lifts into his home gym without a lift. He could get killed if he is stuck
with that much weight. Still, it has always been safe by Benching in power support with pins ready to catch a failed rep. Even if you have an œmeter, you need to bench press into the power holder. Most people don't know how to spot. They will look around you while you bench and react too slowly. Or they'll grab the bar from your half-representative hands, miss the studs and drop
it on your face. Don't assume you're safe because you have a meter. Maybe he's distraught. Bench Press in the electric support. Set the safety pins so they can catch any failed rep. The main goal of a meter is to give you a hand. To help you unpack the bar on your shoulders. This keeps your shoulders back on the bench and your Tight. It saves strength to bench pressing the
weight. But again, most people don't know how to spot it. They can unpack the bar with too much force and pull your shoulders out of position. Their off hand can do more damage than good. You are often better benching alone. No handle without a left thumb: handle without thumb, dangerous, do not use it. Medium: full handle but bar too high, the wrists will bend back. Right:
correct bulldog handle with low bar in hand. Do not bench press with the handle without an inch. The bar can escape your hands, fall on your face and kill you. Wrap your thumbs around the bar with the full handle. Complete. Bar can't slide out of your hands if your thumbs are there to fix it. If your wrists hurt with full grip, it's usually because they are bent when you bench press.
Raise your wrists by grabbing the bar lower in your hands. Use the Bulldog handle as explained below. Injuries to the left shoulder: flared elbows, leads to the encroachment of the shoulder. Center: elbows too tucked in, ineffective. Straight: Elbows properly tucked in at about 75 degrees The bad bench press form causes shoulder pain and injury. Don't bench bodybuilding-style
with your elbows flared 90 degrees. Do not lower the guillotine bar to your neck. You will get a greater stretch of the chest if your elbows are perpendicular to your torso down. But you're going to take it at your shoulders. The top of your arm will tighten your rotator cuff tendons against your AC joint. The tissues become inflamed and injured. The appropriate bench press form is
elbows about 75 degrees in at the bottom. The exact angle depends on your build. But your elbows should not be perpendicular to your torso because it is dangerous. They shouldn't touch your torso either because it's ineffective. Lower the bar with your elbows to about 75 degrees while keeping your forearms vertical from all angles. Film yourself when you press the bench to
check your elbows. Do not bench press into the smith machine. It forces a vertical bar path because the bar is attached to the rails. But the path to the bar is not vertical on bench press. The bar cannot move in a vertical line above your shoulders because it traps them impoverishes. It can't move vertically on your chest either because it's ineffective. The bar should move
diagonally from your shoulders to your middle of the chest. You need free weights to do this. Bench Press Technique Bench Grip Left: Holding the bar in the middle of the palm, the wrists will bend back and injure themselves. Medium: low bar, wrist does not bend. Right: Hold the bar low in your hands. Full handle. Wrap your thumbs around the bar. This is the safest and most
effective way of heavy Bench Press. Squeeze the bar so it can't move in your hands. Your arms, shoulders and chest muscles contract harder, which increases your bench press (hyper radiation). Do not relax or open your hands while you press the bench or the bar will move. Keep your hands closed and shake the bar as hard as you can. No handle without an inch! The bar can
slide out of your hands if you grab it without inches. If it slips, no meter will be fast enough to catch the bar. It will crush your face, throat or chest. You'll be hurt, or worse, you'll die. Wrap your thumbs around the to fix it. Squeeze the bar so it doesn't move. This will increase your bench press at the same time. If your wrists hurt, grab the bar lower to prevent your wrists from
bending. Left: Grabbing the bar in the middle of the palm, the wrist will bend. Left: Use the bulldog's grip by turning your hands before closing your hands. Your wrist won't bend. Low Palm Grip. Hold the bar in the base of your palm, close to your wrists. Don't hold it close to your fingers like on the Deadlift or your will bend backwards. Injured bent wrists. Folded wrists also make
the weight more difficult to bench because the bar is further away from your wrists. It's a bad leverage and a bad transfer of power. Grasp the low palm bar so that it rests on your wrists and elbows. You bench more weight without pain on your wrist. Bulldog handle. The easiest way to grab the low palm bar is to use the Bulldog Grip. Imagine how a bulldog plants its paws. Grasp
the bar by turning your hands before closing them. Then press the bar so it can't move. The Bulldog Grip will feel weird and less safe. But it's no less safe because your thumbs prevent the bar from slipping out of your hands. Try it for a few workouts, you'll get used to it. Left bench handle width: grip too wide, forearms are tilted. Medium: too narrow adhesion, stresses the triceps.
Right: vertical forearms, The most effective way of Bench Press. Medium handle. Grasp the bar with your pinky inside the ring marks of your bar. Your forearms should be vertical on the ground when the bar touches your chest. Your build determines the grip width you need for this, but the middle usually works. The wider handles are most people's shoulders. Narrower handles
are ineffective for heavy bench because it puts your forearms tilted. It focuses on your triceps. Go middle handle. Vertical forearms. Your forearms should be vertical on the ground when the bar touches your chest. Check this out by filming your bench press. If your elbows are outside your wrists down, the weight is harder to put on the bench (it's like doing a triceps extension). If
your elbows are inside your wrists, the weight is harder on your shoulder joints. Press bench with vertical forearms at the bottom by adjusting your grip width. Wrists Your wrists will bend back if you grab the bar too high. This is ineffective and will cause pain. Grasp the bar lower in your hands to keep your wrist straight. Right wrists. The safest and most effective way to Bench
Press is with straight wrists. Vertical line bar-wrist-elbow when the bar touches your chest at the bottom. Don't press with bent wrists or they will hurt. Wrist wraps is not the solution to this, the appropriate shape is. Raise your wrists by grabbing the bar closer and closer to your wrist. This will improve power transfer at the same time and increase your bench press. Low Palm Grip.
Don't grab the bar in the middle of your palm or near your fingers like on the Deadlift. Gravity will pull the bar down when you Bench Press. It will bend your and will injure them unless you grab the low palm of the bar. Setup for the bench press by grabbing the bar low and close to your wrists. Use the Bulldog handle to rotate your hands before closing your hands. Then tighten the
bar so it can't move and bend your wrists. Left elbows: flared elbows, leads to shoulder encroachment. Center: elbows too tucked in, ineffective. Right: elbows well tucked in at about 75 degrees Tuck your elbows in. Lower the bar while moving your elbows. Your build determines how much your elbows should fit in. Your upper upper arms be perpendicular to your lower torso. But
your elbows can't touch your torso either. The safest and most effective way to Bench Press is with vertical forearms at the bottom. Right bar on the wrist at the elbow. An angle of the upper arm of about 75 degrees usually works. Don't touch your torso. Touching your torso with your elbows puts them inside your wrists. The weight becomes harder to bench and harder on your
joints. Geared powerlifters who use compression shirts do this. But we first bench without bench shirt to help us lift the bar from our chest. Our elbows and wrists should be inilne because this is the most effective way of Bench Press. Don't exceed your elbows at the bottom. Don't set your elbows on fire. Don't lower the bar with your elbows at 90 degrees. Don't bench press
bodybuilding-style with your elbows perpendicular to your torso at the bottom. You will encroach on your shoulders by trying to get a bigger stretch of the chest. The top of your arms will break your rotator cuff tendons against your AC joint on each representative. Your shoulders will ignite and hurt. Tuck your elbows 75 degrees down. Flare on the way up only. The path up should
be a mirror of the path down. You have to flare your elbows to bench the bar back on your shoulders. If you don't, your elbows will end in front of the bar. Or you will be benched in a vertical line on your middle of the chest. Both are ineffective for bench heavy goods pressing. Press the bar away from your mid chest on your shoulder joints by burning your elbows on the way up.
Vertical forearms. The most effective way to bench press is with vertical forearms when the bar hits your chest. The right bar at the wrist at the elbow is better leverage, more power transfer and no wrist pain. If your elbows are too far back or forward, adhere to the low palm of the bar and adjust the width of your grip. If your elbows are always wrong, you touch your chest too
high/low. Shoot your bench to get your forearms vertical. Lock yourself up. Unwrap the weight with the elbows locked. Lock them again at the top of each representative and when you accumulate weight. Do not bench press with elbows unlocked at the top. One, the representative doesn't count. Second, you could lose the bar and get hurt. Third, locking is safe if you don't go
beyond the normal range of motion of your elbow joint. Lock your elbows at the top of each representative, but don't hyper-extend. Left forearms: vertical forearms with bar on shoulders, wounds. Second medium: non-vertical forearm, touch chest too Right: vertical forearm, the most effective bench way. Portrait on the side. Your forearms should be vertical on the ground when the
bar touches your chest. From the side view, straight line from the bar to the wrist to the elbow. This is the safest and most effective way of Bench Press. If your wrists are leaning back, grab the low palm of the bar with the Bulldog handle. If your elbows are too far back or forward, tuck in more/less or touch your chest higher/lower. Film yourself and adjust your form. Portrait of the
front. Your Your must also be vertical with the floor when looking from the front or back. The tilted forearms are ineffective. Bench with a narrow handle and your elbows on the outside of your wrists is like doing a triceps extension. Bench with a wide handle and your elbows inside your wrists is rough on your shoulders. Film yourself and adjust your grip on Bench Press with vertical
forearms. Left head: Lying too far on the bench, this increases the distance the bar travels when you unpack it. Right: higher on the bench, eyes under the bar, a shorter distance to unpack the weight. Eyes under the bar. Lie on the bench with your eyes under the bar. This shortens the distance between the electric support and your shoulders. It makes the weight easier to unpack.
Do not lie down on the bench or the bar will have to go further when you unpack it. It wastes strength and it is dangerous. The bar should be above your eyes when you lie on the bench and look up. If you hit the amounts on the way up, you are too close. Don't push with your head. Your neck will hurt if you push your head into the bench when you press. Squeeze your neck
muscles without pushing your head into the bench. The easiest way to do this is to keep your head off the bench. Touch your flat bench with your hair only. Your neck muscles will be tight if your head is off the bench. Your neck won't hurt because you can't push your head into the bench. Keep your head neutral. Don't turn your head to look at the studs or you'll twist your neck. Do
not raise your head to check if the bar has touched your chest. Look at the ceiling and keep your head neutral. Grill the bar without turning your head. Lock the bar on your shoulders and move it backwards against the vertical parts of your electrical support. When touching, bend your arms to lower the bar in the studs. You don't have to look. Left shoulders: shoulders shrug
forward, the bar is higher and must move a greater distance. Right: shoulders remain on the bench, the bar is lower and travels a shorter distance. Shoulders back. Keep your shoulders on the bench. Do not shrug their shoulders forward when you are benching the weight. If you advance, your hands will be higher. The higher your hands, the longer the bar path and the harder the
weight to put on the bench. Sit shoulder-to-shoulder against the bench. Unpack the bar with your right arms. Let the weight sink your shoulders into the bench before lowering the bar. Don't press, push. The best way to keep your shoulders back on the bench is to think about pushing, not pressing. Step away from the bar instead of pressing the bar away from your Imagine you're
doing a pushup and pushing away from the ground instead of pushing the floor away. Bench Press pushing you away from the bar into the bench. Your shoulders will stay behind. With a helping hand. Your shoulders may appear when you unpack the bar. Some power supports lack sufficient hole spacing that puts the studs too high or low. Too weak causes a loss of force
because must straighten your arms more to unpack. Too high causes your shoulders to come off the bench to unpack. Ask a caller to help you unpack the bar so your shoulders stay back. You'll have more strength. Top of the back Squeeze your shoulder blades as if trying to hold a pen between them. This gives you a better platform to Bench Press from. Squeeze your shoulder
blades. Lie on the bench with your upper back tight. Imagine holding a pen between your shoulder blades by squeezing them together. This flattens the upper back and increases stability when you lie on the bench. You can push your upper back harder against the bench, which increases your bench press. Don't lie on the bench. Squeeze your shoulder blades before unpacking
the weight. Stay tight. Do not shrug your shoulders forward. You will lose the tightness of the upper back, your chest will collapse and your hands will be higher. This makes the bar path longer and the weight more difficult to bench. Keep your back tight, your chest high and your shoulders back. Squeeze your shoulder blades before unpacking the weight. Ask for a hand so you
don't lose the waterproofing. Keep your upper back tight by pushing yourself onto the bench on each representative. Breast Raise your chest to the ceiling when you press the bench. Notice that my t-shirt is tighter on the right. My chest is fuller. This is the most effective way of Bench Press. Lift your chest. Sit with your shoulder blades tight together. Lift your chest to the ceiling.
Do this by arching your lower back and turning your ribcage upwards. Keep your ass on the bench. Squeeze your lats to lock your chest in position. The weight will be easier to bench because you will touch your chest higher. This shortens the bar path and decreases the horizontal movement of the bar to press it over your shoulders. No flat chest! Bench with a flat chest requires
you to touch your torso lower. The higher the bar on your shoulders, the harder it is to put on the bench and the harder it is on your shoulders. Your shoulders can actually roll forward and get hurt if you bench with a flat chest. You don't mislead the range of motion by lifting your chest when you bench press. You make exercise safer and more effective. Bottom of the back Do not
press the bench with a flat back. But don't arch too much either. Get a natural bow in my lower back so I can slide my flat hand between the lower back and the bench. Get your back. Press bench with arched lower back. Lie on the bench with a natural bow in your lower back. The same arch as the lower back shows when you stand. I should be able to slide my flat hand between
the bench and my lower back. Arching your lower back helps keep your chest in place. It increases when you Bench Press. Keep your butt on the bench while you arch your lower back. Don't overarch. You don't have to arch your back like a horseshoe. Some weightlifters do this at Bench Press heavier weights. But it stresses your back. The overall compression of your spinal
discs. It can cause back pain. Some Some Consider global cheating because it decreases the range of motion too. Arch your lower back to keep your chest in place. Natural bow like when you stand. No general idea. No flat back. The goal is not to diminish the scope of the movement. The goal is to bench with your chest up. It's safer for your shoulders and more efficient at
pedding HGVs. Your chest will not stand and your shoulder blades will not remain tight if you bench with a flat back. Arch your lower back to stay tight. If your back hurts, stop generalising. Bench with a natural bow like when you stand, no horseshoe back. Butt Don't lift your butt off the bench. It's cheating. Arch your lower back, but keep your butt down when you bench press.
Keep your butt down. Bench Press with your butt on the bench. Your lower back can come off the bench to keep your chest in place. But your butt can't or it's a failed rep. If this is the case, check to see if your bench is 45cm/18 high. If it is lower, get a better bench or lift yours by putting flat plates under it. Then bench pushing your feet into the ground, and your upper back and
buttocks in the bench. Don't just push your feet. No butt off the bench! Bench with your butt on the bench is cheating. It's like turning your Squats into half a Squats. It makes the weight easier to bench by decreasing the range of motion. Raising your buttocks from the bench gives you three red lights in powerlifting competitions. It can hurt your lower back if you hyper-extend your
spine. If your ass comes off the bench on StrongLifts 5×5, it's a failed rep. Repeat the weight next time. Feet Put your feet directly below your knees. Feet on the bench or in the air is bad. Feet in front of you means you can't use your legs. The feet under the buttocks lift your heels. feet on the ground. Bench Press with feet on the floor. Don't put your feet on the bench or in the air



to feel your muscles better. It is unstable and ineffective for heavy-duty benching because you can't use your legs. Feet on the ground increase stability, balance and strength. It improves your shape by helping you keep your chest and lower back arched. Bench Press with feet flat on the floor. Heels on the floor. Bench with all your foot flat on the floor. Don't lift your heels. Elevated
heels are less stable for the same reason standing on your toes is less stable than all over your foot. More surface area of the foot against the ground is better. Some Bench Press weightlifters with raised heels. But the International Powerlifting Federation (IPF) does not allow it. Keep your heels down when you bench press. Squatted position. Press with your heels on the width of
the shoulders apart. Use the same position you use on Squats. Do not Bench Press with a narrow position, it is less stable. You have a better balance on the bench with a wider position. If your hips hurt or cramp when you press the bench, your position is too wide (or you are tight). Shrink your position at shoulder width outside the heel at the heel. Turn your feet at 30 degrees so
that they with your thighs. Knees above the ankles. Press the bench with your knees above your ankles. This means a 90-degree angle to your knee and ankle joints. Do bench with your feet in front of your ankles. It is impossible to push your legs and decreases strength. Your feet may be slightly behind your knees as long as you don't lift your heels on the floor, your buttocks off
the bench, or looking overall. This can help you push your legs better. Derocking Press the bar to get it out of the studs. Then move it forward on your shoulders. Do not lower the bar directly from the studs. Eyes under the bar. Lie on your bench with your eyes under the bar. This shortens the distance between your electrical support and the shoulders. It makes the weight easier
and safer to unpack. If you lie down lower, you will need to move the bar further to reach your shoulders. It wastes strength and is less safe. It's like making a lat sweater before bench press. You could lose the bar and hurt your face. Go upstairs so your eyes are under the bar. Shoulders back. Keep your shoulders on your bench when unpacking the weight. Sit with your shoulder
blades tight together and your chest up. Stay tight. Don't let your shoulders move forward. If so, lower your amounts. Your elbows should be bent when you catch the bar. You have to unpack by straightening your arms, not shrugging your shoulders. That keeps them on the bench. Lock your elbows. Lift the stud bar by locking your elbows. Keep them locked while moving the bar
over your shoulders. Don't unpack with bent elbows. You could lose the bar and hurt your face. Let your stronger skeleton carry the weight, not your muscles. Locking your elbows is not bad as long as you don't hyper-extend them. If your elbows are locked before unpacking the bar, lower your studs. Bar at the shoulders first. Move the bar of your electrical support over your
shoulders before lowering it. Balance it on your shoulders first. Do not lower the bar of the studs to your chest in a slanted line. You put yourself in a weak position if you lower the bar from the top of your face. It's like making heavy lat sweaters. You could lose the bar on your face and die. Unwrap the bar, move it over your shoulders, then lower it. Lower the bar to the middle of
the chest while bending your elbows to about 75 degrees. Keep your wrists straight and your forearms vertical on the ground. Get your elbows in. Lower the bar to the middle of your chest while moving your elbows. They should not touch your torso because it is ineffective. But they shouldn't be at 90 degrees and perpendicular to your torso either because it causes on the
shoulder. Your exact elbow angle when your Bench Press depends on your build. The rule of thumb is to tuck your elbows in at about 75 degrees so that your forearms are vertical at the bottom. Vertical forearms. Your forearms should be vertical on the ground when you lower the bar. Straight line from bar to wrist to elbow from all angles. If your forearms are not vertical you
lower the bar, you tuck your elbows too/little. Or you touch your chest too high/low. Or your grip is too wide/narrow. Film yourself Bench Pressing. Look at your forearms and secure your form to get them vertically. Under control, not slow. Lower the bar under control, but don't be slow. If you lower the bar too slowly, you will lose strength to bench pressing the weight up. If you
lower the bar too fast, you will have more trouble benching with the proper shape. Don't lower the weight slowly to feel your muscles anymore. You will feel your muscles a lot when benching heavy weights. Lower the bar under control with good shape but not slow. Lower position Where the bar should touch your chest depends on your construction, grip width, bow, etc. But your
forearms should be vertical from all angles at the bottom of the bench press. Touch your mid-chest. Lower the bar to your middle of the chest - the middle of your sternum (sternum). The exact position depends on your construction, handle and bow. Long arms put your elbows further away from your shoulders. The bar will touch your chest lower. Arching back lifts your chest. The
bar will hit it higher. Aim forearms at all angles at the bottom and the bar will touch your chest where it should. No half-representatives! Use a full range of movements. Lower the bar until it touches your chest. If this is not the case, the representative does not count. Half representatives work less muscle, develop zero strength in the background and give half the gains. They cheat
as if half the Squats were cheating. Go all the way to the bottom. If you can't, the weight is too heavy. If your shoulders hurt, fix your shape. Raise your chest, tighten your shoulder blades and tuck your elbows in at 75 degrees. Touch and go. Lower the bar, touch your chest and press it up. Don't take a break at the bottom or the weight will be harder to put on the bench. Use the
stretching reflex by quickly reversing the movement. Your muscles contract harder after stretching on the way down. Powerlifters pause their Bench Press because that's the rule of competition. You'll have bench squeeze more if you don't take a break, but touch and go on StrongLifts 5×5. No twists! Touching and leaving doesn't bounce. Do not lower the bar quickly against your
chest. It can bounce at your feet or face instead of up. The wrong bar lanes make the weight more difficult to support and cause failed reps. If the bar slows down after it hits your chest, you bounce too hard. Lower the bar more slowly. Anticipate it by pressing it up and it will slow down. Brush your chest touching your t-shirt with the bar. Way Up Press the bar away from your chest
until it is on your shoulders. Keep your wrists straight and elbows under the bar. Your forearms should remain vertical while the bar moves. Bench diagonally lined. Press the diagonal bar of your mid chest above your shoulders. Do not press a vertical line above your breast mid. It's shorter, but ineffective. The best way to hold the bar up is on your shoulders because it's your
balance point. Holding it hold your breast middle is more difficult because it is far from your balance point. It's like making raises before. Press the bar towards your shoulders. Flare Your elbows. Press the bar away from your chest while burning your elbows. They have to stay under the bar. You have tucked your elbows on the way down to avoid the encroachment of the
shoulders. If you don't flare them in 2012, your elbows will end in front of the bar. This makes the weight more difficult to bench, as when you make triceps extensions. Evacuate your elbows as you park in a diagonal line with vertical forearms. Push back. Press the bar away from your mid-chest as you drive into the bench. Imagine you're doing pushups. You're moving away from
the ground because he can't move. Bench Press in the same way: move away from the bar instead of pushing it away from you. This prevents your shoulders from rolling forward. You will stay tight on the bench with your chest high and your shoulder blades tight. Butt on the bench. Keep your butt on the bench while you bench the bar up. If your buttocks are distered from the
bench, the representative doesn't count. Lock your buttocks on the bench by driving your upper back and buttocks into it while you bench press the weight. Don't just push your feet. If your buttocks are still distering from the bench, check its height. Your bench should be 45cm/18 high. If it is lower, lift it by putting plates under it. Or have a better bench. Lock-out Hold the bar with
your arms straight on your shoulders. Don't keep it behind or in front of your shoulders. Don't hold it with unlocked elbows either, it's dangerous. Bar above the shoulders. The bar is balanced when you hold it above your shoulders. The bar above the chest is harder. It's like raising it before. Bar on the face is also more difficult. It's like sweaters. Test it: Lock an empty bar on your
shoulders. Move it over your chest. Then on your face. Then back on your shoulders. Notice how easier the bar on the shoulders is. That's because it's your balance point. Lock-out all the reps here. Lock your elbows. Finish each representative lock your elbows. Don't keep them bent to maintain tension or feel your muscles anymore. You could drop the bar on your face and die.
Lock your elbows so that your stronger skeleton holds the weight at the top, not your muscles. Your elbows will be safe as long as you do hyper-extend your elbows. Lock them at the top, but don't go beyond their normal range of motion. Racking Bench the bar on your shoulders first. Then move it against your electrical support. Once it touches, bend your arms to rack the bar
into the studs. Bar shoulders first. Do not press the bar bench directly into the studs. You can miss them by pressing the bar under them. If you miss the studs, your elbows will be bent in a pull-like position. You'll have a hard time holding the helm, maybe drop it on your face and die. Always lock out the bar on your shoulders first. Don't rush. Then move the bar backwards against
the electric support. Fold your arms to lower it into the Lock your elbows. Your elbows must be locked before moving the bar backwards for the rack. The HGV is more difficult to hold with the elbows bent. Weight that is harder to hold is the weight you can lower more easily. Dropping the bar on your face will hurt you or kill you. Press the bar on your shoulders and lock your
elbows. Do not extend them, lock gently. Then move the bar to the electric support with your arms straight. Aim for the Power Rack. Rack the bar by moving it backwards against the vertical parts of your electrical support. Then lower it into the studs by folding your arms. Don't aim for the amounts, you might miss them. Do not turn your head to look at the studs, it can twist your
neck. If you settle and the studs correctly, and the bar touches your electrical support, it's on the studs. Fold your arms to rack it. Bar Path Right: Bench in a vertical line on your shoulders will hurt them. Medium: The vertical line above the middle of the chest is ineffective. Right: the appropriate diagonal bar path Diagonal Line. The appropriate shape is bench pressing the bar
diagonally from the shoulders to the chest and back off. This distance is longer than with a vertical bar path. But it prevents shoulder encroachment. Your elbows should tuck 75 degrees down so that your upper arms do not break your rotator cuff tendons against your AC joint. And the bar must lock-out on your shoulders (your balance point). You need a diagonal bar path for this.
Not vertical. Unlike Squats or deadlifts, a vertical bar path does not work on bench press. Moving the bar in a vertical line above your shoulders flares your elbows at 90 degrees. It's swaying your shoulders. Vertical line on the chest puts the bar in front of your shoulders at the top. It's more difficult, like making raises before. The safest and most effective bar path is from the
shoulders to the middle of the chest. You can't do this if the bar moves vertically. Lift your chest. The bar path cannot be vertical when you Bench Press. If this is the case, you are flaring your elbows or pressing your chest. The first is bad for your shoulders, the second ineffective. Bench of the bar in a diagonal line. Then get this path more vertical by lifting your chest. Lower the
bar and meet it with your chest. Keep your ass on the bench. The bar will touch your chest closer and closer to your shoulders. It's more efficient. Breathe inhale at the top. Setup with the appropriate shape. Unpack the weight and hold it over your shoulders. Inhale, hold it and lower the bar. Breathing up helps you stay tight by increasing the pressure in your torso. It helps your
chest in place, the shoulder blades pressed and the back arched. Do not breathe while you lower the bar. You won't be tight. Take a deep breath at the top, hold it, then lower the bar. Stand at the back. Don't exhale down there. Your chest deflates like a balloon, you will lose the tightness and the weight will be harder at Bench Press. Hold your breath on the way down and down.
Your blood pressure will rise. But it will come back to when your set is over. And the stronger muscles you build in heavy bench will lower your blood pressure because they put less demand on your heart. Exhale at the top. Exhale once you have locked the weight on your shoulders. But don't empty your lungs between the representatives or you will lose the seal. Qualified bench
pressers often make several representatives with a breath to stay tight. Take a deep breath before lowering the first representative. Then take short, quick breaths between the representatives at the top. You can slowly exhale against your closed glottis, on the way up, if the pressure is too great on the last representatives. Setup Uprights Equipment You will lose strength if the
amounts are too low. But your shoulders will shrug forward if they are too high. Put your studs somewhere in between in order to stay tight. Set the studs so that your arms are bent when you take the bar. Lie on the bench with your eyes under the bar. Breast up, shoulder blades tight and back arched. Take the bar and press the studs while straightening your arms. If you do this
properly your shoulders will stay back on the bench. You will stay tight and waste less effort to unpack the weight. This increases the strength of Bench Press. Your studs are too high if your arms are straight when you take the helm. This forces you to unpack by shrugging your shoulders forward. Your shoulder blades won't stay in a hurry, and you can't squeeze them again once
you've unpacked the weight and it compresses you. Loose shoulders are unstable and ineffective for heavy benching. Lower the studs so that your arms are bent when you unpack. Your amounts are too low if you have to make a half-bench press to unpack the bar. Your arms should be bent when you catch it. But you shouldn't be a half-representative. Keep your strength for the
weight bench. Don't waste strength by unpacking it. Lower the studs so that you need to straighten your arms as little as possible to lift the bar out of the studs. Your shoulders should stay on the bench. Some power supports lack sufficient hole spacing. My studs don't match my arm. They're too high or too low. Check to see if you can drill extra holes without making your electrical
support unstable. Or lift your bench one cm by putting plywood under it. If neither works, set your amounts too low rather than too high. You will lose a little strength to uncuffle the bar with more bent arms. But your shoulders will stay back and tight. Safety Pins You Shouldn't Touch Your Safety Pins on Good Bench Representatives Set them slightly lower than your chest. Then,
when you fail, just flatten your torso to rest the bar on the safety pins. Set the safety pins on your electrical support lower than the bottom of your bench press. The bar should touch your chest without hitting the pins. If you lower the safety pins to your chest, you will hit them on good representatives. This throws the bar out of balance and into a bad bar path. It's a stupid way to fail
reps on StrongLifts 5×5. Put the safety pins lower than your chest so you've never hit hit on the right representatives. When you fail a representative and get pinned by the weight, lower the bar to your chest first. Then lower it to your safety pins by flattening your torso. This is another reason why you should bench press with your chest up, shoulder blades tightened and back
arched. It lifts your torso so you can Bench Press with lower security pins without hitting them on good reps. Simply flatten your chest and back to lower the bar to the safety pins. You don't need a meter if you bench press into the power support. Even if you have a meter, Bench Press in the power holder for maximum security. Safety pins will catch the bar if your meter reacts too
slowly, or not at all. Security overcomes fear. It increases your confidence. You're going to do everything instead of holding back the representatives. This will increase your bench press faster. Here are some power supports I recommend: Bench Center your bench in your power support for a good balance. Don't put it on one side or you'll unpack the bar unevenly. Place your
bench higher in your electrical support so that your head rests on it as you lie down with your eyes under the bar. Your bench should support your entire upper back so that you can drive yourself into the bench. It should be 30cm/12 wide. A smaller bench is less stable and inefficient for heavy benches. Your bench should be 45cm/18 high. If your bench is shorter, your buttocks will
come from the bench when you press the weight. It's cheating. Keep your butt on the bench by lifting your bench to the right height. Put plates flat on the floor under the legs of your bench. Your knees should be slightly lower than your hips. If you are shorter and the bench is too high, raise your feet with plates. Use a sturdy bench. The limit load must be at least 300kg/600lb.
Avoid cheap benches rated 140kg/300lb. It doesn't take a lot of weight for their legs to bend. The limit load includes your body weight. So 140kg/300lb to 77kg/170lb BW is 63kg/130lb on the bar. You're going to bench squeeze that within three months on StrongLifts 5×5. Take a solid bench so you don't get killed. One without leg ties. I recommend: Barbell Center your barbell in
the amounts so you unpack evenly. Pull it against the front of the studs before unpacking it. This shortens the distance to get the bar of the studs to your shoulders. If your bar rests against the back of your studs, near the vertical parts of your electrical support, you will need to move it a greater distance. It wastes strength and is less safe. bar against the front of the studs. Bench
Press a barbell with rotating sleeves. The plates must rotate independently of the bar. If the outside of your bar doesn't turn, the bar will want to rotate in your hands. This stresses your wrists and elbows, and lowers the grip strength. Use an Olympic barbell with rotating sleeves. Put your pinky inside the vertical marks of the bar so that your arms are vertical. Here are some
barbells I recommend: Benching Safely Alone, Without Without The safest way to get into Bench Press is in the power support. Security pins can catch the bar if you fail representatives. The weight cannot fall on your chest or trap you. This increases security and trust. You can bench heavier, go all this and progress faster because you know you are safe. You don't need an
œmeter if you press the bench inside the electrical support. Observers don't guarantee security anyway. They may not pay attention, react too slowly and drop the bar on your face. Always Bench Press in power support on StrongLifts 5×5 for maximum security. Even if you have a metre. Free: Download my Bench Press checklist for the most important tips to Bench Press with the
appropriate form. Review these tips between sets and you will increase your bench press without getting hurt. Sign up for my daily email tips to get instant access to the checklist. Just click here. Bench Press in The Power Rack Always Bench Press in power support so that security pins can catch the bar if you fail. The electric mounts have four vertical supports with studs to rack
the bar. The bar is not attached to rails unlike the Smith Machine. It moves freely so you can balance it yourself. If you fail a representative, power racks have two horizontal safety pins to catch the bar. Quality supports can hold a heavier weight than you'll ever be benched. If you press the electric support like me, you don't need a meter. You can bench alone, safely and heavy.
Pros Benching in power rack You don't need a meter to catch the weight if you fail a representative. The safety pins in your electrical support will catch it. The bar can't trap you, fall on your chest or kill you. You can safely press bench without asking for a seat. Observers don't guarantee security anyway. They may react too slowly or not pay attention. Electric mounts are more
reliable and give you more freedom. No need to plan with a training team if your gym doesn't have a meter. More security means more confidence and more gains. You know the safety pins will catch the stranded weight. No need to hold back for fear of failure. You can all go outside and try PRs without a meter. And you'll find yourself Benching more representatives or weights
than you expected. Representatives and weights you would never have tried without rack or spotter. You'll progress faster on Stronglifts 5×5 if you power support. I spent more than ten years bench dryer most of the time alone, in my home gym, without a meter. I have failed representatives many times, but never hurt me. The safety pins on my electrical rack have always caught
the bar. World champion Mike Tuchscherer benches mostly alone, in his home gym, without meter. It benches nearly 500lb fails so can kill it. But it has also always been safe because it bench presses inside the electrical support. If your gym doesn't have an electric rack, go to a real gym that has one. Or buy your own electric rack and build a home gym like I did. Note that if you do
StrongLifts 5×5, you need a power support for squats too. You need it to put the bar on and off your upper back, and to catch catch if you can't squat the weight. Here are some power racks that I recommend to Squat and Bench Press safely without sucking. Squat racks with safety pins also work at Bench Press safely without sucking. They look like a half electric support, except
that the pins are often fixed. If they don't match the length of your arms and you can't adjust the safety pins, you'll hit them on good reps. This throws the bar out of balance and causes failed representatives. Lift your bench by putting flat plates under it. This puts your torso higher so you don't hit the security pins on the right representatives. Cons Benching in Power Rack You may
need to unload the bar to get it in the studs after a breakdown. This is not a problem with lighter weights. But the heavier weights will be too heavy to lift safety pins into the studs. You will need to remove the plates, lift the bar in the studs and add the plates back. This can be so annoying, some just call it one day. A good scarr will help you raise the bar in the studs if you fail to
bench. You never have to remove the plates. Bench without meter means no transfer. You have to unpack the stud bar yourself. Your shoulders can come off the bench while you do this. It's less effective for maximum strength because you lose waterproofing. That's why almost all weightlifters get a transfer from a player when they compete. It helps them keep their shoulders
back and tight. And it saves energy for the actual bench pressing the weight. Some people think bench drying in the power holder is bad gym label. They believe that electric racks are for squats only. That is not the case. Loops in the rack are bad because you don't need security pins. You need it for Bench Press. If you disturb a Squatter, offer to squat between you while you rest.
Take the bench away and help eachother load the bar. You might find yourself a trainingpartner to do StrongLifts 5×5. How to Fail Bench Press Safely How to Fail the Bench Press Safely: Lower the Bar Back to Your Chest. Flatten your torso so the bar touches the bar. Then slip under it. Place your safety pins under the bottom of your bench press. The bar should not hit them on
good representatives. If this is the case, it will throw the bar out of balance, in a wrong helm path, and cause failed representatives. The bar should touch your mid-chest without hitting the pins. If this seems too low: appropriate bench press form is chest the top, the shoulder blades tight and the back arched. The bar will touch the pins if you flatten your torso when you fail. When
you fail to bench press the weight, lower the bar back to your chest first. Keep your hands on the bar and control it. Flatten your chest and back to lower the bar against the pins. You may need to roll it down from your ribcage to your stomach. Once the bar rests on the pins, slide your body up from your bench towards the studs of your electrical support. When your hips are under
the bar, sit on the bench to lift weight. Get together for a few seconds. So get up and turn around to face the studs. The bar must be The amounts and you. Roll the bar close to the studs to make it easier to lift. Rack the weight by Deadlifting first, using a normal Deadlift handle. Then lift the bar into the studs by folding your arms as if you were making straight rows. If the weight is
too heavy, remove a few plates. Don't hurt yourself by missing the amounts. Do not bench the press repeatedly to overcome the fear of failure. Put 80% of your maximum weight on the bar and adjust the safety pins. Unwrap the bar, lower it on your chest and press it up. Then fail half-representative by lowering the bar back to your chest and pins. This is going to be weird. But do
it again two-three times and you'll be comfortable if you don't have the bench. The fear of the unknown will be gone, which builds confidence. Always set the safety pins! You should not touch your safety pins on good bench press representatives. Set them slightly lower than your chest. Then, when you fail, just flatten your torso to rest the bar on the safety pins. Place your safety
pins before lying on the bench. Make sure they are the same height on both sides. If you press bench at home like me and your family or friends also use your electric rack, check your safety pins before each set and workout. They may have lowered the pins to match their build or for some other reason. Always check the safety pins on your electrical rack. Set them even if you
think you can Bench Squeeze the Weight. I recently neglected to check the security pins before I Bench Pressed. I thought the weight was okay. And I had the first reps, but then failed mid-rep. The pins were too low. My girlfriend was there, but she wasn't ready to spot. And the weight was too heavy for it to hold. I ran away by rolling the bar to my stomach (the roll of shame, see
below). But the weight bruised me and hurt my stomach. It was stupid and my fault. Accidents happen to the most experienced bench pressers when they become complacent. I was raising for over 15 years when it happened. It would have been a stupid way to die, but it happens to people every year. You can have a bad day. The bar can come out of the groove. Your foot can
slip. And you can get seriously hurt. Set the pins on each set, for each weight, as if it were a PR weight. Don't be lazy about it. Safety Without electric support Bench pressing without power support or spotter is not safe. If you fail a representative, the bar will trap you and crush you. It can fall on your throat or face and kill you. This is not an exaggeration, kills them from Bench
Press accidents every year. The only way to get under the bar if you fail is by tilting it to one side or using the roll of shame. But both are less safe than bench drying in the power holder. You can die. Take a rack. Horses saw if you don't squat or power rack, get seen horses. Most hardware stores have adjustable-height saw horses. They easily handle 450kg/1000lb for about $30.
Use a pair with your right support bench at home. Or use squat stands and put the saw horses next to your bench. Set them to the right height you don't hit them on good representatives. You only want saw horses to catch the weight stranded so you can bench without meter. The Roll of Shame The Roll of Shame is like failing to press bench in the power holder, but without one.
Lower the bar to your chest. Roll it in your stomach up to your hips. Sit on the bench and lift it up with the bar as if Deadlifting. Then lower it to the ground. Not so shameful, but people often think that failure is, so roll of shame. The Roll of Shame can help you unpack if you fail at the bench press without power support or spotter to help you. But the roll of shame only works with
weights that you can handle. The HGV will kill your ribcage, stomach and hips, which will hurt. If the weight is really heavy, it will break through your abs before it reaches your hips. If you are unlucky, the bar can tear a blood vessel inside and you will bleed to death. You must be able to hold the weight in the bottom for the roll of shame to work. I don't use it or recommend it
because it's dangerous. This guy uses the shame roll successfully with 120kg/265lb. But its maximum bench press is probably higher because it can control the weight. He would not be able to get up if he tried to bench this PR. Don't be fooled by how it makes it easy to look at. Anyone can do this when Bench Pressing weights sub-maximum. For HGVs, you need electric support.
Bench without collars bench press without collars if you don't have electric support or suck to help you. If you fail a representative, lower the bar to your chest and tilt it to one side. The plates will slide on this side and fall to the ground since there are no collars to hold them. Beware though: the other side, heavier will bounce. Control the bar and tilt it to the other side to drag the
plates out of it too. You want to make the bar lighter so you can get away from it. The problem with this solution is that you will damage the ground. You're going to off the gym manager. And the noise will catch everyone's attention in your gym. If you were shy in asking for a place, you'll be really embarrassed now. The other problem is that the plates can move on good
representatives and distract you. Worse, they can slip off the bar if you Bench Press unevenly. Again, benching in the power holder is better and safer. This guy ran away because he didn't keep the bar away. He had safety pins. But their design was defying: there was a small gap in the back. The bar slipped between the and almost strangled him. The lesson here is not to buy
cheap equipment. You got what you paid for. Don't try PRs bench! If you don't have an electric power carrier or a carrier, don't lean on the weights you're not 100% sure you can do. Don't try PR bench press. Do weight bench you haven't pressed for a long time. Stay away from failure. This means that if you do StrongLifts 5×5, you've had a hard time at Bench Press the first three
representatives and it doesn't feel like you could get the last two representatives, not go for it. Grill the bar instead of risking injury. This your progress. You'll put on the bench what you think you can do, not what you can actually do. Maybe you could have put those last two representatives on the bench. You can't know because you haven't tried. And you can't try it safely without
spotter or Power Rack. If you are too careful, you will be benching at lower intensities. But you need heavy bench to increase your bench press. Power supports give you security and confidence at Bench heavy. You may also be overconfident instead of overly cautious. It's tempting to get greedy and go for it anyway. To think you can bench a representative more or 2.5 kg /5 lbs
more than the previous easy set. Sometimes it turns out you're right. But if you're wrong, and there's nothing or no one to catch the bar, it can turn into a costly mistake. With the electric support, no matter if you're right or wrong, the pins always catch the bar. Know what you can Bench. Start light and add weight gradually. StrongLifts 5×5 works this way: you start with the empty bar
and add 2.5kg/5lb each workout. If you did 5×5 80kg/175lb last workout, you know you can Bench Press at least one representative with 82.5kg/180lb next time. These small steps also help you grasp the difference between easy and hard reps based on the speed of the bar. If you get stuck, scream! If you fail to bench press without electric support or suck, the roll of shame does
not work, and you have collar the bar and then scream for help. The weight will crush your chest and ribcage. You're going to get weaker every second. This can end badly, people die from bench press accidents every year. It's too late to be shy now. Scream for help. Strong. Stronger so they can hear you. I hope someone notices and reacts quickly. When your savior is there,
help him rack the bar. Don't let your grip go and let it do all the work. The weight may be too heavy for it to hold or it may not be strong enough. You don't want him to fail and drop the bar in your face. Keep your hands on the bar and help it by pressing the weight with any force you have left. Once the bar is racked in the amounts give it a big thank you for helping you. I have never
had to do the above once in 16 years of training. Not even during my first five years of bench dry cleaning in a commercial gym without Power Rack. I've always asked for a place on my big trays. I've seen people get trapped by the bar a few times. It happens quickly and we react too slowly. It's a stupid way to get hurt or Ask someone for a place. If there is no one, don't press
heavy. Use your head and you'll be safe. This guy was lucky... Not so sure Bench Alternatives ... Smith Machine Bench Press The Smith Machine looks like an electric support, but with the bar attached to vertical rails. The bar has hooks to catch the pins on the vertical parts of the machine. To rack the bar, you have to rotate it so that the hooks catch these pins. The machine
balances the bar and allows it to move only in a vertical line. This makes the Smith Machine safer than Benching with free weights. But it's less safe than people think. Think. effective too. Most Smith machines do not have horizontal safety pins. If you fail, you must rotate the bar so that the hooks catch the vertical pins. Miss them and the bar will trap you and crush you with
nothing to stop it. The roll of shame or tilting the bar on one side will not work. The bar is attached to rails. The Smith blocks the non-vertical movement. Do not hang the bar and it will sandwich you against the bench like a guillotine. Not hanging the bar is easy. One, you can't react slowly. Second, you can't rotate the bar too much to unpack it. But turn too little and the hooks will
hit the pins on good reps. Even if you get right, turning your hands to unpack will play with your bench handle. The safest and most effective way to Bench Press is with vertical forearms. Straight line bar-wrist-elbow. If you don't grab the low bar and don't keep it there, your wrist will hurt. Your shoulders can also hurt. The Smith Machine forces a vertical bar path. But the bench in a
vertical line above your shoulders is not safe. It forces your elbows to grip your shoulders. The vertical line above the chest also does not work. He puts the bar in front of your shoulders at the top. It's ineffective, like doing raises before. The right way to Bench Press is in a diagonal line. But you can't do that in the Smith Machine. On the right: A bench on a vertical line above your
shoulders will injure them. Medium: The vertical line above the middle of the chest is ineffective. Right: The diagonal bar path appropriates Smith Machine manufacturers agree. The most recent 3D variations allow the bar to move horizontally. But they always balance the weight for you. You want to balance it yourself like any object you lift outside the gym. You want to bench the
weight yourself instead of letting a machine take the work away from your muscles. Bench with free weights is more difficult. But that's why it's also more effective at strengthening strength and muscles. I pressed the bench into the Smith machine when I started lifting. It destroyed my shoulders and wrists. When I got smarter and switched to free weights, I couldn't bench what I did
on the Smith Machine. I had to turn the weight down. The Smith Machine develops a false force. And it's not safer, it's bad for your joints. Bench Press with free weights on StrongLifts 5×5. Bench Press in the power support so you can do it safely without a meter. Bench Press The dumbbell bench press seems safer because you can't get stuck under the weight. But if you mid
representative, the dumbbell can fall to the ground or to your face. The first one will piss the gym manager, the second can hurt you. Bench pressing the power holder is safer because the safety pins always catch the bar if you fail. The weight cannot fall on the floor or on your face unlike dumbbells. Heavy dumbbell bench without sucking is almost impossible. You need help
getting the dumbbells in the starting position on your shoulders. You also need help getting them back to the ground when your set is finished. You don't need help Dumbbells. But they're not going to build maximum force either. You have to go heavy to get stronger. Without sucking, Barbell Bench Press in the power rack is the only way to go. StrongLifts 5×5 does not work with
dumbbells. Adding weight to each workout is the key to the results. Small increments work longer than larger ones. The addition of 5 lbs to a 200 lb bench is an increase of 2.5%. 10lb is 5%. 10lb to a 100lb bench is 10%. Dumbbells usually go up 2kg/5lb. Few gyms have dumbbells with smaller increments or that you can adjust. This requires you to take 10 lb jumps on StrongLifts
5×5. Your bench will cap faster. Dumbbells aren't bad. I have a pair of adjustable dumbbells in my home gym. But I use them to do assistance exercises for the Bench Press. I don't use them to replace the Barbell Bench Press. Because the best way to increase your bench press is from Bench Press and Bench Press heavy. Safety is the key to benching HGVs with confidence
without getting hurt. If you don't have an œmeter, Bench Press in the Power Rack. Watcher's bench inside the electrical support, even if you have an observer. Let him help you (a)rack the weight. He shouldn't touch the bar while you're pressing Bench Press. Some people think you need a meter at Bench Press. But you can still hurt yourself with a meter. A quick youtube search
will return videos of Bench Pressers who get injured despite having a meter (or several). The HGV falls quickly. If you lose the bar, it will usually hit you before the caller can react. That's why I recommend Bench Pressing in the power rack even with a meter. Safety pins always catch the bar. Most people don't know how to spot. They run the bar too long. They catch it too soon.
They don't always pay attention. The great observers give you a good hand to keep your shoulders on the bench. They only seize the bar if you fail a representative, not the fight. They build your confidence. Bad observers can do more harm than good. You're often better off Bench Pressing alone without a meter. If you have a reliable training partner who can spot it, use it. If your
schedules don't mix, you can't find a good erator or you train alone in your gym at home like me, then let your electric rack be your check. Set the safety pins on each set so they can catch stranded reps. I put them on even though one of my brothers is there to spot me. If it doesn't pay attention or reacts too slowly when I fail, the pins always catch the bar. an example. Powerlifter
bench 185kg (408lb). He's not a beginner and he used the full handle, but somehow the bar slipped. The weight drops rapidly, the two observers did not react in time. The Bench Presser let himself, but the bar ripped his diaphragm and broke his ribs. He later died in hospital. The lesson here is that observers do not guarantee security. I always have Bench Press in power support
with security pins and I recommend you do the same. Safe bench press form The most dangerous way to injure yourself on the press bench is to lose the bar and drop it on your face, throat or or People die every year from these kinds of accidents from Bench Press. Again, press bench into the power holder so that security pins can catch stranded reps. Set the pins even if you
have a meter. Then Bench Press with the proper shape to reduce the risk of losing the bar. Use a full handle, lock your elbows and rack properly. No handle without an inch! Left: handle without thumb, dangerous, do not use it. Medium: full handle but bar too high, the wrists will bend back. Right: correct bulldog handle with low bar in hand. Never bench press with the handle
without an inch. The bar can slide out of your hands without your thumbs to fix it. Wrap your thumbs around the bar with the full handle. Squeeze him so he can't move. Notice that you can squeeze harder with your thumbs. This increases the strength of bench press because your arms and shoulders contract harder too (hyper radiation). If your wrists hurt, stop bending them by
grabbing the bar lower in your hands. Some strong people have bench pressed huge weights using the handle without an inch. Others dropped the bar on their chests despite benching full handle. But the risk of losing the bar is higher with the handle without an inch. That's why we call it the suicide handle. It doesn't matter if someone has used it for years without accidents. Once
all it takes. Thumbless has no advantage. If the full handle feels less comfortable, you misrepresent the bar. Lock your elbows Start and finish each representative with your elbows locked at the top. Let your skeleton hold the weight above your shoulders. You can hold the bar longer and easier with your elbows locked. This increases safety because you are less likely to lose the
bar if your muscles are tired of the representatives you just bench pressed. It also increases your bench press because your muscles save strength for actual weight lifting. Do not bench press with elbows unlocked to get more tension. You can lose the bar if your muscles are tired of your last representative. And putting the weight up and down will build muscle. If you want more
tension, add plates to the bar. More strength is more muscle. If you do StrongLifts 5×5 and don't lock your elbows at the top of your bench, the representative doesn't count. Even if you ever decide to compete. Locking your elbows is safe for your joints. What is bad is to force them beyond their normal range of motion. That's not how I recommend you to Bench Press. Never
stretch your elbows. Lock them gently stay within the normal range of motion of your joints. If you do it right, your elbows won't hurt when you bench press. The lockout will feel safer and you will be less likely to lose the bar. Rack Hold the bar well with your arms upright on your shoulders. Don't keep it behind or in front of your shoulders. Don't hold it with unlocked elbows either, it's
dangerous. Unwrap the bar with locked elbows. Move it over your shoulders before going down. Don't drop the stud bar to your middle of the chest. The bar should start on your shoulders for good balance and strength. Force. The bar behind your shoulders is dangerous. It makes the weight more difficult to hold, as if it were making sweaters. Take your time to unpack. Move the
bar over your shoulders before lowering it. It's safer. Bench of the bar on your shoulders first. Then move it against your electrical support. Once it touches, bend your arms to rack the bar into the studs. Finish your representative before racking the bar. Lock your elbows at the top and hold the bar on your shoulders. Do the bench in a sloping path of your chest in the studs. You
can miss the studs by pressing under, lose the bar and drop it on your face. Lock the bar on your shoulders first to make it easier to hold. Then move it backwards against the power support. Fold your arms to raise the bar in the studs. Set your amounts to the right height. Lie on the bench with your eyes under the bar and catch it. Your elbows should be bent. Your arms may not
yet be straight or you will miss the studs when you rack the weight. Your shoulders will also come off the bench. Lower the studs so that your elbows are bent when you take the helm. Then unpack by straightening your arms. You are less likely to drop the bar if you do this. You should not touch your safety pins on good bench press representatives. Set them slightly lower than
your chest. Then, when you fail, just flatten your torso to rest the bar on the safety pins. Asking for a place is okay Don't be afraid to ask for a place if people are there. It's never rude unless you do it halfway through. Choose someone, wait until their set is finished, then walk and ask for a place. It has nothing to do with sets anyway, but rest. If you are bothered by your Bench Press
weight, you will be even more embarrassed if you are trapped by it and have to scream for help. Just ask as pot. No one cares and your strength will increase anyway. No one's going to want to spot you. Everyone needs a place at some point if the gym doesn't have an electric support. It's hard to get a seat if you refuse to give one. Most people will be happy to spot you (you
scratch my back, I'll scratch yours). I was never turned down, not even when I was a beginner, but I heard it happens. If this is the case for you: don't take it personally, and don't worry about it. Turn around and ask someone who is not an ace. When you get a seat, tell them what to expect: how many representatives you plan to Bench Press and how many you think you will get.
Also tell them how to help and when. They should help you unpack Bar and release their grip once it is balanced on your shoulders. They should not touch the bar unless you can't raise it or are done. If all goes well, maybe you've found a trainingpartner to make StrongLifts 5×5 with. Don't forget to Bench Press in the Power Pack, as the speaker may still not gain weight if you miss
representatives. Top Bench Press Errors The bench press is the most dangerous of all exercises. A dozen people die each year by dropping the bar on their face, throat or chest during the Bench Press. Tons of others injured shoulders, wrists or back because they Bench Press with poor shape. Here are the top 10 bench press errors that kill and injure weightlifters, and how to
avoid them. Free: Download my Bench Press checklist for the most important tips to Bench Press with the appropriate form. Review these tips between sets and you will increase your bench press without getting hurt. Sign up for my daily email tips to get instant access to the checklist. Just click here. Left thumbless handle: handle without thumb, dangerous, do not use it. Medium:
full handle but bar too high, the wrists will bend back. Right: correct bulldog handle with low bar in hand. Thumbless grip means holding the bar with your thumbs on the same side as your fingers. Some prefer Bench Press with an inchless handle because it feels more comfortable. Your wrists are less likely to bend and injure themselves. The thumbless handle puts the bar lower
in your hands, closer to your wrists. This also improves power transfer by placing the bar on your forearm bones. It makes the weight easier at Bench Press. The problem with the thumbless handle is that the bar can slide out of your hands. If the bar rolls halfway, you don't have the thumbs to stop it from falling out of your hands. The bar will fall faster than you can get away from
under the weight. It will fall faster than your meter can react (if you have one). It will fall on your face, throat or chest. The bar will kill you on the spot, or you will later die of internal bleeding. This could be you: Some Bench Press people with an inchless handle for years without accidents. But it only takes once. Bench with a full handle is safer than without inches around the bar.
That's why they call the thumbless handle, the suicide handle. It's dangerous. Worse still, Bench Pressing with an inchless handle offers no advantage. If the full handle feels uncomfortable, you grab the bar wrong. Your thumbs have nothing to do with it. Always Bench Press using the full handle. Wrap your thumbs around the bar to secure it. Squeeze the bar hard so it can't move
in your hands. This will increase strength at the same time by contracting your arm and shoulder muscles more. If your wrists hurt, you hold the bar too high. Put it lower in your hands, near your wrists. You must bench press with straight wrists and bar above your forearm bones. Torching your elbows to the left: flared elbows, leads to the encroachment of the shoulder. Center:
elbows too tucked in, ineffective. Right: elbows well tucked in at about 75 degrees Your elbows ignite when they are 90 degrees at the bottom of your Bench. This puts your arms perpendicular to your torso. It forces the bar to move in a vertical line to your neck. Vince Gironda recommended this bodybuilding-style from Bench Press decades ago. Bar bench at your neck with your
elbows stretches your chest at the bottom. Vince Gironda believed it was the best exercise to build a bigger chest. In truth, Bench Pressing with flared elbows is the best exercise to destroy your Each time you lower the bar, the top of your upper arm bone tightens your rotator cuff tendons against your AC joint. This irritates your rotator cuff on each representative and ignites them.
Your shoulders are going to hurt. And you can't blame the Bench Press for that. Poor bench press shape is what causes the shoulder to be impieddized. Some solve it by bench drying half-representatives. Your upper arms can't squeeze your rotator cuff against your AC joints if you're only going halfway down. You can Bench Press without pain. And you can bench heavier
because the bar moves half the distance. But benching half reps focuses on your triceps. It leaves your chest that works most at the bottom. This makes bench drying half reps less effective for building a larger chest. Bench Press by lowering the bar to your mid chest. Tuck your elbows 75 degrees down to avoid shoulder impinging. The exact angle depends on the width of your
shoulders, the length of the arms and so on. But your upper arms can never be perpendicular to your torso at the bottom of your bench press. They can't touch your torso either. Tuck your elbows 75 degrees and keep them under the bar so that your forearms remain vertical on the ground. Using machines It seems safer to Bench Press with machines. The bar is attached to rails
on the Smith Machine. You can't lose balance because it balances the bar for you. You can't get stuck under the weight either. The bar has hooks for the rack if you fail. And yet Bench Pressing in the Smith Machine is less safe than people think. It'll destroy your shoulders. And it is less effective at strengthening strength and muscles. Left: A bench on a vertical line above your
shoulders will hurt them. Medium: The vertical line above the middle of the chest is ineffective. Right: The appropriate diagonal bar path The Smith Machine forces the bar to move in a vertical line. But the appropriate bar path is not vertical on the Bench Press. If the bar moves vertically towards your neck, your elbows will be 90 degrees down. This will enspicate your shoulders as
explained above: the top of your arms will tighten your rotator cuff tendons against your AC joints. Your shoulders will hurt if you heavy Bench Press in the Smith Machine. You could solve this problem by pressing the bar in a vertical line above your mid chest. This allows you to tuck your elbows 75 degrees down to avoid the shoulder impinging. But it forces you to move the bar in
a vertical line on your chest. Locking the bar on your chest is more difficult. The weight is not balanced on your shoulders at the top. must hold it in front of it, as if doing a raise before. This is ineffective for heavy pressing bench. The right way to Bench Press the bar is in a diagonal line. You can't do that with Smith Machines, that's why they're bad for your shoulders. Some gyms
have newer 3D Smith Machine that allow horizontal movement. They are better for you shoulders because the bar can move diagonally. But the machine is always balancing the weight for you instead of letting you do it. Do. is less effective in strengthening strength and muscles. Bench Press with free weights so you control where the bar is going. Let your stabilizing muscles
balance the weight. Avoid getting stuck under the bar by bench pressing in the power holder. Set the safety pins so they can catch the bar. If your gym doesn't have an electrical support, ask the manager to get one so you can safely bench press without destroying your shoulders. Or take your own electric rack in your gym like me. Bench with folded cuffs Your wrists will bend back
if you grab the bar too high. This is ineffective and will cause pain. Grasp the bar lower in your hands to keep your wrist straight. Your wrists will hurt if you Bench Press with folded wrists. Gravity pulls the bar down. If you misrepres light it, the bar will push your hands back. It will stretch your wrists beyond their normal range of motion. The heavier the weight, the harder the
stretching and the more pain your wrists will hurt. This has nothing to do with your wrists being weak or small. You don't need wrist wraps either. You just need Bench Press with right wrist. Bench pressing with folded wrists also makes the weight more difficult to squeeze. It puts the bar behind your forearms instead of on top of it. The strength you generate with your chest,
shoulder and upper arm muscles cannot go straight into the bar. The most effective way to transfer force into the bar is when it rests directly on your forearm bones. This means that the bar must be aligned vertically with your wrists and elbows. Left: Grabbing the bar in the middle of the palm, the wrist will bend. Left: Use the bulldog's grip by turning your hands before closing your
hands. Your wrist won't bend. Press bench with right wrists. Grasp the bar lower in your hands, near your wrists. Use the Bulldog handle to rotate your hands when you grab the bar. Hold the bar in the bottom of your hands, just above your forearm bones. Then shake the bar so it can't move in your hands. Your wrists will stay straight when you press the bench. The wrist pain will
stop and the weight will be easier at Bench Press. No power support or spotter The most dangerous error you can make is bench heavy drying without power support or spotter. If you fail, the bar will fall on your face, break your nose and teeth and kill you. Or it will fall on your throat and strangle you. Or it will fall on your chest, crush your ribcage and kill you that way. Millions of
Bench Press people safely. But a few pressers of overconfident (or ignorant) die every year after failing to raise the bar. You can try rolling the bar to your stomach if you fail alone without power support. But if the weight is too heavy, you won't be able to get up. The bar will crush your abs, tear a blood vessel inside and kill you. You can try tilting the bar to one side so that the
plates slide. But it only works if you don't put on necklaces. With a heavy collar bar, your only option is to scream and hope someone helps you before the bar kills you. Always Bench Press inside Electrical support. Set the horizontal safety pins so they can catch the bar if you can't press the weight. They should be slightly below your chest so you don't hit them on good reps. Set
the pins, even if you think you can Bench Squeeze the weight. You never know if you end up having a bad day. If you press the bench inside the electrical support with all the safety pins, you don't need an œmeter. How to fail the bench press safely: lower the bar back to your chest. Flatten your torso so the bar touches the bar. Then slip under it. If your gym doesn't have an
electric mount for bench press, ask someone to spot you. There's nothing wrong with that as long as you don't ask halfway through. Wait till he gets the bar. Then ask for a seat. Tell him what to expect: how many representatives you plan to do and how many you think you will get. If you fail, help him get into the bar. Don't release your hands and let him do all the work. You don't
want him to drop the bar. Do not bench heavy press without power support or erator. Do weight bench you're not sure you can press. Do weight bench that you haven't lifted in months. And don't try Bench Press PRs. Bench what you know you can bench. Stay away from failure. This will hurt your progress on StrongLifts 5×5. But your life is more important than the R. Get electric
support if you want heavy Bench Press. Racking The Bar Wrong Press bars it until it gets out of the studs. Then move it forward on your shoulders. Do not lower the bar directly from the studs. Do not unwrap the stud bar directly on your chest. This moves the bar over your head instead of the shoulders. It makes the bar harder to hold. You have no balance with the bar behind
your shoulders. It's like making sweaters. You could lose the bar and drop it on your face. Unwrap the bar by moving it on your shoulders first. Balance it. Then lower the bar to your chest. Take your time to unpack before bench press. Bench of the bar on your shoulders first. Then move it against your electrical support. Once it touches, bend your arms to rack the bar into the
studs. Same deal when you rack the bar. Don't press it directly into the studs when your set is over. You can miss the amounts by pressing under it. The bar can fall on your face unless you have a meter to catch it quickly. Complete your set before racking the bar. Lock it on your shoulders first. Then move it against your electric rack. Fold your arms to raise the in the amounts.
Don't rush your bench press. Keep the distance between your electric support and your shoulders short. Lie on your bench with your eyes under the bar. Do not lie down or you will have to move the bar further to unpack it. You have no strength when the bar is above your head and behind your balance point. Get on the bench. And lower the studs so that your arms are bent
when you take the helm. Your shoulders can't come off the bench when you're unpacking. Don't lock your elbows at the top Your muscles stay tense if you lock your elbows at the top of your bench press. But if your muscles are tired, you can lose the bar and drop it on your chest. It is safer to hold the HGV with your skeleton locking your elbows. This also gives your muscles a
break and saves strength at Bench Press the next representative. In addition, you can take a quick breath to stay tight. Lock your elbows and you'll have Bench Press more reps and weights. Locking your elbows on the press bench is not bad for your joints. What is bad is hyper-extension. Your elbows will hurt if you take them beyond their normal range of motion. These injuries
are common with martial arts. In Jujutsu, the arm bar technique is to hyper-extend an opponent's elbow. It hurts, and it's the usual way to win a game. But that's not how you should lock your elbows when you Bench Press. Finish each Bench Press representative by locking your elbows at the top. Be nice. Stay within the normal range of motion of your elbow joint. If you do it right,
your elbows don't hurt. But the weight will feel safer because your stronger skeleton can hold the weight. Lock your elbows when you rack the bar in and out of the studs as well. You are less likely to lose the bar and drop it on your face if you move it with locked elbows. If you insist on muscle tension, add weight to the bar. The heavier the weight, the harder your muscles have to
work to put it under pressure against gravity. Your body needs to recruit more muscles at Bench Press heavier weights. He's got to get them harder. More weight is also more bench press volume. 5×5 50kg is 1250kg. 5×5 80kg is raised 2000kg or 40% more. Your bench volume is more important to build muscle than tension. Your elbows must lock at the top of each bench press
representative or it's a failure. The range of motion is shorter with the elbows unlocked. This takes the work out of your muscles. That's why you have to lock your elbows in powerlifting competitions. And that's also why you need to lock them on StrongLifts 5×5. The bar should touch your torso down. And your elbows must lock at the top of each representative. If this is not the
case, the representative does not count. Bench pressing with a flat chest Do not press the bench with a flat back. But don't arch too much either. Get a natural bow in my lower back so I can slide my flat hand between the lower back and the bench. The flatter your chest, the more the bar must touch your torso down to keep your forearms vertical. The lower the bar touches your
torso, the more it stops from your The higher the bar on your shoulders, the more the bench presses on the weight. Bench with a flat chest is harder on your shoulders. And if they roll forward, off the bench, at the bottom of your bench press, you will hurt them. Raise your chest when you press the bench. Don't lie on the bench. Squeeze your shoulder blades together. Arch your
lower back so I can slide my flat hand between the bench and your body. Keep your ass on the bench. Then lift your chest to the ceiling and tighten your to lock that position. You can now lower the bar higher on your chest, closer to your shoulders, with vertical forearms. It's safer and more efficient. Bench pressing with your chest up is not cheating. It shortens the extent of the
movement. But only a little. Because you shouldn't fill your back to the extreme like some weightlifters do. This shortens the range of movements much more. It also compresses your spinal discs and can cause back pain. This is different. It's about making your Bench Press form safer for your shoulders and more efficient. Lift your chest, but bow naturally. Lift your butt off the
bench Don't lift your butt off the bench. It's cheating. Arch your lower back, but keep your butt down when you bench press. The weight is easier at Bench Press when you lift your buttocks off the bench. But it's cheating. It shortens the extent of the movement. Some raise their buttocks so high, their Bench Press turns into half-representatives. The bar moves half the distance.
Your muscles do half the work at Bench Press. And you get half the winnings. Raise your buttocks up quite a lot and your lower back can hyper-extend. This tightens your spinal discs and can cause back pain. Keep your ass on the bench. Don't limit yourself to pushing your feet into the ground when you press the bench. Drive your upper back and buttocks into the bench too. Step
away from the bar instead of pushing the bar. Your lower back can come off the bench to help keep your chest in place. But your ass can never get off the bench. If this is the case at any time during the representative, it does not count. It's a failed set and you have to repeat the weight. If your buttocks keep coming out of the bench, check its height. Some gyms have short
benches that make it impossible to keep your butt down. It should be 45cm/18 high so your hips are slightly higher than your knees when you lie down. If your bench is shorter, place plates flat under its legs to lift it. If you train at home like me, just get a better bench so you don't have to play with the plates. Here are a few I recommend for StrongLifts 5×5... Bench pressing with
your feet in the air Put your feet directly below your knees. Feet on the bench or in the air is bad. Feet in front of you means you can't use your legs. The feet under the buttocks lift your heels. It is unstable from Bench Press with feet in the air or on the bench. If you lose your balance while pressing on the bench, you can fall off the bench and drop the bar on you. It's easy to lose
balance if you press unevenly or load more plates one side of the bar. Bench pressing with your feet in the air is also ineffective for going heavy because you can't engage your legs. It's harder to keep your chest in place. You don't have to bench press with your feet in the air to feel the muscles anymore. When you bench press 100kg for 5×5 you will feel it in your muscles. And
the quickest way to get there is to put your feet on the ground so you can use your legs. Raising your feet is a trick to keep your chest and back flat. The idea is isolate your chest. In truth, it makes the bench press more difficult on your shoulders as explained above. Don't do that. Bench Press with feet on the floor. Your entire foot should be flat on the ground, heels included. Put
your feet away from shoulder width as on the Squat to have optimal balance. Your feet should be directly below your knees or slightly behind. Don't press with narrow feet. It's less stable. Don't press the bench with your feet in front of your knees either. You can't use your legs if your feet are too far forward. If your lower back hurts when your feet are on the floor, check your spine.
It should have a natural bow like when you stand. Do not hyper-extend your lower back or you will squeeze your spinal discs. It's going to hurt. If your spine is neutral but continues to hurt, check the height of your bench. Maybe it's too high for your size. If your legs are short, put something under your feet to lift them. This will keep your back neutral. Free: Download my Bench
Press checklist for the most important tips to Bench Press with the appropriate form. Review these tips between sets and you will increase your bench press without getting hurt. Sign up for my daily email tips to get instant access to the checklist. Just click here. Wrist pain on bench press press press with straight wrists to stop wrist pain. Don't let your wrists bend back. The weight
will stretch them beyond their normal range of motion which will hurt. Grasp the low bar in your hands, near your wrists, to stop the pain in your wrist. This is the safest and most effective way of Bench Press. Wrist wraps can provide relief from wrist pain. But they don't fix his cause which is almost always bad form bench press. Same with wrist curls: they can strengthen your
wrists, they don't fix the wrong shape. Grasp the bar correctly when pressing the bench before trying anything else to stop the wrist pain. Stop bench with folded cuffs Your wrists will bend back if you grab the bar too high. This is ineffective and will cause pain. Grasp the bar lower in your hands to keep your wrist straight. Bench pressing with bent cuffs causes wrist pain. It puts the
bar behind your wrists instead of above them. Gravity pulls the bar down when you Bench Press. It compresses everything under it and pushes your hands down if your wrists are bent. This stretches your wrists the hard way. The heavier the weight on the bar, the more it will stretch your bent wrists beyond normal range of motion. That's what hurts. Folded wrists also makes
weight harder at Bench Press. The force you generate when you press the bar of your chest cannot go directly into the bar. The bar is behind your forearms when your wrists are bent, not above them. To drive the force directly into the bar, you need a straight line from the bar to the wrists at the elbows. Raise your wrists to make the weight easier to press and increase your
bench press. Your wrists will bend back if you misrepresc drive the bar. Most people hold it in the middle of their palms when when Bench Press. But the bar pushes your palms down and will bend your wrists back. Strengthening your wrists won't keep them straight. It is not a problem of weakness. It's not a small wrist problem either. It's a technical problem. The only way to
Bench Press with the right wrists is by grabbing the bar correctly. Use The Bulldog Grip Left: Holding the bar in the middle of the palm, the wrists will bend back and hurt. Medium: low bar, wrist does not bend. Right: Hold the bar low in your hands. Bench Press with the bar on the heels of your hands. Hold it close to your wrists, at the base of your thumbs, above your forearm
bones. The goal is the right wrists: your wrists and elbows must be aligned with the bar so that your forearms are vertical on the ground. Grasp the bar lower, then wrap your thumbs around the bar using the full handle. Squeeze the bar so it can't move in your hands to a bad position. The easiest way to properly grasp the bar is to use the Bulldog Grip. Imagine how a bulldog
plants its paws. First grasp the bar with your thumbs and forefingers. Then rotate your hands so your thumbs point to the ground. The bar should rest diagonally in your hands, between the base of your thumbs and palms. Close your hands by putting your fingers on the bar. Squeeze your fingers into the bar so it can't move. Left: Grabbing the bar in the middle of the palm, the
wrist will bend. Left: Use the bulldog's grip by turning your hands before closing your hands. Your wrist won't bend. The Bulldog Grip may feel uncomfortable at first. You may find it less safe than grabbing the bar in the middle of the palm. But it's not dangerous. Your thumbs are around the bar. They prevent the bar from slipping out of your hands. If you're weaker with the Bulldog
Grip, it's because you're not used to it. The power transfer is higher with this handle. Stick to her and be patient. Your bench press will increase without pain on the wrist. Your wrists will stay straight if you enter the bar correctly. They will not bend backwards because the bar will sit directly above your forearm bones. This will prevent your wrists from suffering. It will also make the
weight easier to bench. The power transfer of your chest, shoulder and triceps muscles into your forearms and the bar is higher. You'll get more reps on StrongLifts 5×5 and Bench Press more weight. If the bar starts on your wrists, but moves in the middle of your set, you're not grabbing it tight. Squeeze the bar harder. Squeeze it as hard as you can. Push your fingers into the bar
and hang it with your thumbs. Don't let the raise your hands to your fingers. It will stretch your wrist, cause pain and kill the power transfer by putting you in a bad position. Keep the bar above your wrists by squeezing it tightly so it can't move. Check the width of your left handle: join too wide, forearms are tilted. Medium: too narrow adhesion, stresses the triceps. Right: vertical
forearms, The most effective way of Bench Press. Bench Pressing a handle too wide for your construction can cause wrist pain. Your wrists can't stay on top elbows with a wide handle. They move that puts your wrists at an angle and highlights your wrist joints. Some bench weightlifters wide to decrease the range of motion and bench more. But they usually use wrist wraps and
bench shirts. For raw weightlifters like us, wider handles kill our wrist joints and are too your shoulders. Press the bench with your wrists on your elbows. Vertical line bar at the wrists at the elbows from all angles. Your wrists can't bend back when you Bench Press. But they can't be tilted either. Film yourself and check the width of your grip. Unless you have wider shoulders, your
pinky should be inside the ring marks of your bar. If your wrists are not above your elbows, your grip is too wide. Shrink to get your forearms vertical. No handle without an inch! Left: handle without thumb, dangerous, do not use it. Medium: full handle but bar too high, the wrists will bend back. Right: correct bulldog handle with low bar in hand. Thumbless grip means holding the
bar with your thumbs on the same side as your fingers. It's an easy way to correct wrist pain on the Bench Press. The bar automatically rests lower in your hands with the thumbless handle. Your wrist stops leaning back and becomes straight. This stops the pain in the wrist and makes the weight easier to lift at the same time. You get a better transfer of power from the torso to the
forearms at the helm. The problem with bench pressing handle without an inch is that it can kill you. If the bar rolls in your hands, you don't have the thumbs to prevent it from slipping out of your hands. You can't escape the bar either because you're lying on the bench. Any erator won't be fast enough to catch the bar. It will fall on your face, throat or chest. It's a stupid way to die
and yet it happens to a few people every year. Do not bench press with a handle without an inch. It doesn't matter if this guy uses it and has never had an accident. It also doesn't matter if this guy dropped the bar despite bench pressing the full handle. The thumbless handle is more risky than the full handle. And it only takes once. If your wrists hurt, fix your shape by grabbing the
bar lower in your hands when you press the bench. You don't need the thumbless handle to do this properly, you can do it with the whole handle. The wrist wraps for wrist cuff wraps look like the lifting straps you put around your wrists. They act as a plaster for your wrist joint to prevent it from Move. They support your wrists when you Bench Press. Not all strong bench presses use
wrist wraps, but many do. Olympic weightlifters often put athletic tape around their wrists instead. This gives their wrists extra support when lifting, similar to how wrist wraps work. Wrist wraps can be useful but they don't fix the wrong shape. If your wrists hurt because they bend when you bench press, then fix your handle first. Wrist wraps can provide relief from wrist pain, but
they do not fix the root of the problem. They can cover it instead by acting as a bandage. Your wrist pain could get worse if you continue to Bench Press with bent wrists, but more thanks to the extra support of the wrist wraps. Small wrists is the usual excuse for Bench Press with wrist wraps. I have small wrists. My thumb straddles my middlefinger when I take my wrist. Still, I
don't use wrist wraps when I Bench Press (or Overhead Press). Certainly, my bench is horrible. But that's a good point: maybe you need wrist wraps once you bench press huge weights. But you rarely need them at Bench Press 60kg/135lb or even 100kg/220lb if you use the proper shape. Weak wrists is the other usual excuse. You don't need assistance exercises like wrist curls
to strengthen your wrists. Your wrists rarely hurt because they are weak. They usually hurt because you grab the bar wrong. It's a technical problem. Also, your wrists get stronger if you increase your bench press. To bench squeeze more weight, keep your wrists straight so that they stop hurting. Wrist curls will not fix the wrong shape. Always check your grip first if your wrists hurt.
Press bench with right wrists. Grasp the low bar in your hands, near your wrists, on the bones of your forearms. Use the Bulldog handle to get the bar low. Squeeze it hard so the bar can't move out of position. Don't hesitate to lower your bench press weight for a few weeks to get used to the new handle. This will also give your sore wrists a break so they can recover. If your wrists
hurt despite bench drying with straight wrists, then get wrist wraps. The longer they are, the more you can wrap them around your wrists, the stiffer your joints will be. More stiffness is more wrist support. You don't want too stiff though because it can restrict movement and cause bad shape. But unless you are a woman, short wrist wraps will not be effective. Go 60cm/24 at least.
Here are some good wrist wraps... Inzer Wrist Wraps Titan Wrist wraps Use wrist wraps on the bench press as you use a powerlifting belt on the Squat and Deadlift. Wear only wrist wraps on your heavy bench sets. Bench Press your warm-up sets without wrist wraps. This will challenge your wrists to support the weight itself on most sets. And it also requires you to hold the bar
properly in your hands instead of relying on wrist wrap support to get away with bad shape. Bench Press Variations Close Grip Bench Press The Close Grip Bench Presses is a bench press using a narrow handle. Settle down your flat bench as you do for the regular bench press. But grab the bar with your hands on the width of your shoulders apart. They should be on your
shoulders up and next to you torso down. This is the same grip width you use on the aerial press. Then lower the bar to your middle of the chest and press your back. Bench Pressing narrow grip is more difficult than average grip. The range of movement is longer because your arms are vertical at the top. Your triceps works harder because your forearms are tilted down. And
your chest works less because your elbows go shallower. The Close Grip Bench Press works the same muscles as the Bench Press. But expect to bench about 20% less handle than average grip. The Close Grip Bench Press is a good substitute for bench press if you have shoulder problems. The narrow grip keeps your elbows closer to your body and doesn't let them go as



deep. If your shoulders hurt when you press the bench, despite using the proper shape, try to grab close. Many people who have shoulder pain on the bench press can do Close Grip without pain. You'll be benching less weight, but it's better than not benching at all. Don't grab the bar too narrow when doing the Close Grip Bench Press. Your hands shouldn't touch each other. This
puts your wrists too out of line with your forearms. Your wrists will hurt, the bar will be difficult to balance and you will have less strength. Grasp the bar with your hands about the width of your shoulders apart. Use the same handle as on the air press. And shake the bar hard so it can't move in your hands. Incline Bench Press The press tilts bench is a bench press made on a
slanted bench. Put your bench at about 45 degrees tilted. Lie your feet on the floor and take the helm with a medium handle. Unpack it with your arms straight, lower the bar to the top of your chest and press it over your shoulders. Keep your butt on the bench and your lower back neutral. Press bench in the power holder to avoid injury if you fail to press the weight. Most people
make the press tilt bench to target their upper chest. But you can't isolate part of your chest. Your biggest chest muscle is your major pectoralis. It is a muscle of two heads with one part attaching to your collarbone and the other to your chest bone. You can't contract one head without contracting the other (try it). Both heads contract as you press flat or tilted bench. You can't
isolate a part. The best way to develop a larger upper chest is to increase your bench and aerial press. The Bench Press works your upper chest because your chest contracts as a whole. The aerial press targets your upper chest (but doesn't insulate it) because it's like a steep tilted bench. The stronger your main chest muscle (your major pectoralis) the larger it will be. The bigger
it is, the more it fills the boundaries of your chest. This is also how you grow your inner and outer breast. Both are your major pectoralis that contracts as a whole. You have a small chest muscle on your side, the minor pectoralis. But it lies under your major pectoralis so you can't see it. The only thing you can work with is your major pectoralis. And the best way to work it increase
your bench press. This will grow so it fills your chest more. Decline Bench Press The Decline Bench Press is a declining Bench Press. LIe on the bench with your hips higher than your head. You need a declining bench with leg fasteners so you don't slide down as you press the weight. Unwrap the bar, lower it to your lower chest and press it up. Bench in the electric holder with a
meter so you don't get hurt if you fail. Most Bench Press people refuse to target their The Decline Bench Press is a waste of time. You cannot isolate your lower chest as explained above because your chest muscles contract as a whole. You can target it by bench decline, but the range of motion is short because your arms are tilted and close to your torso. It's like doing half
squats. Just increase your bench press and your lower chest will grow. In the worst case scenario, add dips to target your lower chest. Dumbbell Bench Press The Dumbbell Bench Press is a bench press using two dumbbells. Put the dumbbells on the floor in front of your bench. Sit at the end, take the dumbbells and get up while pulling them towards you thighs. Now sit down
again while keeping the dumbbells close to your chest and thighs. Lie down and press. Balance the dumbbells on your shoulders with your arms straight up. Tuck your elbows 75 degrees down. Many people think bench drying with dumbbells is safer. It seems you can't get stuck under the weight if you fail. In reality, if you fail with heavy dumbbells without sucking, you will have to
throw them on the ground. A dumbbell can fall on your face if you can't control it. Dumbbells are more difficult to control because each hand moves separately. This is their advantage but also their disadvantage in terms of security. In addition, you can bench heavier with dumbbells. Benching 100kg/225lb is within reach of most guys. But try to bench 50kg/110lb dumbbells. First,
you have to lift them off the ground on your chest. Then you have to put them back on the floor once finished. Unless you have a sucker, you're stuck bench light dumbbells. It doesn't matter if they are harder to balance, the light is light. You can go heavier with dumbbells which is better. Even if you have a large sucker, it is even easier to progress with dumbbells. Dumbbells in
gymnasiums usually go up 2kg/5lb. This requires you to add 4kg/10lb each workout. But the Bench Press works with small muscles like your chest, shoulders and arms. They need smaller increments of up to 2.5 kg/5 lbs. Less is even better. But you can't add less weight with dumbbells. This will make you miss representatives and plateau faster. If one arm is stronger than the
other when pressing the bench with a bar, focus on pressing evenly. Don't get your reps at all costs by letting your stronger arm do more work. This will only exacerbate the imbalance the more you can injure yourself. Hold on with your side stronger so that your weaker side catches up. Over time, this will take care of the imbalance it even goes. The Dumbbell Bench is very much
like an exercise in assistance. But it does not replace Bench pressing a heavy bar. If your shoulders feel better when using dumbbells, make sure you tuck your elbows 75 degrees down when you're on a bench with a doorbell. Also try the Close Grip Bench Press first to force you to keep your elbows closer. You will be able to bench heavier and use smaller increments than with
dumbbells. Bench Press Machines The chest press is a machine where you sit on a and press the handles forward. Your torso is usually vertical, but there are machines where you lie horizontally as on a regular bench press. The handles usually move together as when you press a barbell. But some move separately as do dumbbells. There is also the Smith Machine and its 3D
version where you can Bench Press a barbell that is attached to rails. Machines are ineffective at gaining strength and muscle, and they are dangerous. You don't have to balance the bar, the machine does. Fewer muscles work overall as a result. You will know when you switch to free weights later because the same weight will be more difficult to bench. Worse, you don't decide
how the bar or weight moves. This is the case with the machine. You can't put the bar on a diagonal line to keep your shoulders safe. Heavy bench on the machines puts your shoulders in danger. Don't do that. Don't use machines because you can't balance the bar either. The best way to improve at the balance of the bar is to practice it in free weights bench. Your stabilizing
muscles can't get stronger if you rely on a machine doing this work every workout. Stay away from Bench Press machines and free weights. They are more effective and safer for your shoulders. Pumps The Pushup is a compound, body weight exercise that works your chest, shoulders, arms, abs and lower back muscles. Lie down with your belly on the floor. Put your hands under
your shoulders and point your fingers upwards. Your elbows should be about 75 degrees (do not touch your torso or flaring). Push yourself off the ground by straightening your arms. Lock your elbows at the top. Keep a straight line from your shoulders to your feet. Pushups are a great exercise, but they are not a substitute for a heavy bench press. The pumps work with similar
muscles. But it's hard to make them heavy. You can't use a dip belt like on dips and pullups. You can put a plate on your back, but you need a meter for that and it can fall off. You can wear an x-c waistcoat, put chains around your neck or use a resistance band. But it's easier to just bench the bar and add 2.5kg/5lb each workout. I did some push-ups before I started lifting weights.
I couldn't make a representative the first time because I didn't do any sports for the first half of my life. I was so weak that I had to do push-ups on my lap. But I stayed with it and could possibly do 70 pushups in a row on my joints. They became easy and I realized after a while that I was only becoming stronger or more muscular. I was building endurance. So I joined the gym and
started lifting weights. I rarely pushups anymore. I can't make 70 more reps because I don't train that (and don't care about it). But I can do ten good push-ups at any time, no matter. Because I work my pushup muscles with the bench press, using a heavier weight that I weigh. That's why increasing your bench press will also increase your pushups. You will not be able to make 70
representatives. But you'll be able to do more pushups than the average guy. Increase your bench press The easiest way to increase your bench press is is Bench Press more. The more You Bench Press, the more convenient bench press you get and the more your Bench Press form becomes. An appropriate shape improves the efficiency of the movement. It increases how
much you Bench Press. Assistance exercises and bench press variants can help you increase your bench press. But they never replace Bench Press. You can't get any better at an exercise you don't do. To increase your bench press, you need Bench Press. Heavy and often. Bench Press More often Switch from the press bench once a week to twice a week. Bench Press on
Monday, rest, then start again on Friday. Use the same bench press style on both days, the one you want to improve. For most people, this means flat bench pressing on both days. By increasing your Bench Press frequency, you practice more movement. Your form improves and becomes more efficient. This increases the strength of your bench press. Most people will tell you to
change exercise to increase your bench press. To do Pushups, Dumbbell Bench, Close Grip Bench Press, Dips and so on. But it rarely works. Although these exercises strengthen the muscles you use on the bench press, they do not form movement. It's like trying to get better at the violin by playing the guitar. It doesn't matter if they're both stringed instruments. It is not the same
thing. You need specificity. Stop thinking like a bodybuilder and start thinking like an athlete. Yes, you need to strengthen your muscles. But you also have to practice the skill of Bench Pressing. And you get more practice by Bench Pressing more often. More practice is better shape and a bigger bench. Switch from once a week bench dryer to twice a week. Check out the
StrongLifts 5×5 program: it has you Bench Press all the other workouts Improve your bench press form The right bottom position on the bench press: vertical forearms from all angles, right wrists, mid chest bar keys. The appropriate bench press form increases efficiency. It moves the bar over the shortest distance from your middle from chest to shoulders. The shorter the bar, the
easier the weight to lift. The proper bench press shape also improves the strength transfer of your chest and shoulder muscles into your forearms to the bar. And it improves stability while avoiding bad leverage. All this increases your bench press. The appropriate bench press form also prevents injury. Bench Pressing the wrong handle is ineffective and will cause pain in the
elbow or wrist. Bench pressing with your elbows at 90 degrees will grip your shoulders. Lifting the buttocks off the bench is and can hurt the lower back. Any injury can force you to take leave of Bench Pressing. This slows down your progress instead of accelerating it. The appropriate shape is the key to Bench Press without injuries. No matter what level you're at, there's always
room to improve your Bench Press form. Be sure to read my definitive guide on how to Bench Press with the appropriate form. Here is the short version with the most important points to increase your bench press. Handle. Hold the bar low in your hands, close to your wrists. Squeeze with the full wrist handle. Bench with straight wrists. Grasp the low bar so your wrists can't bend
and hurt your elbows. Slide them to 75 degrees at the bottom, keep them directly under the bar from all forearm angles. Vertical on the ground, straight line from bar to wrist to elbow from all angles Breast. Lift it to the ceiling, tighten your shoulder blades, arch your back to keep your shoulders tight. Keep them back on the bench, drive on the bench when you press Feet. Flat on
the floor, feet below the knees, shoulder-width position as when you squat bar path. Diagonal line from the middle of the chest to the shoulders, not vertical above the chest or racking shoulders. Lock your elbows, move the bar on your shoulders first, get a takeoff if you can add weight to The Bar Legend says Milo of Croton builds strength by wearing an ox every day. Add weight
to become stronger. For heavy Bench Press, you have to heavy Bench Press. You can't build the strength of Bench Press 100kg/220lb if you bench half that every time. Yet some people expect it. They use the same weight week after week, month after month, sometimes year after year. Then they wonder why their Bench Press never goes up, or worse, decreases. That's
because you don't give your body any reason to get stronger. The easiest way to get stronger is to add weight. This goes back to ancient Greece. According to legend, croton wrestler Milo trained for the Olympics wearing a newborn beef every day. As the ox grew, he slowly exposed Milo to a heavier weight. His body adapted by building strength and muscle. Milo has won the
Olympics six times. And while this may just be a legend, the point is to add weight. Don't press the same weight for months. Give your body a reason to become stronger. Always try Bench Press a little more than last time. On StrongLifts 5×5, you add 2.5kg/5lb (or less) every time you Bench Press. You start the light to focus on the proper shape and build the momentum. When
you get stuck, you unload and work your way up. The app tells you when to add weight and unload so you can focus on Bench Pressing. Lower the bench reps switch pressing sets from eight or ten reps to sets of five. The weight will be instantly easier to bench because the set is finished before being tired. Then add weight to the bar to make it difficult again. You are now Bench
Pressing heavier weights. As above, the key to bench Press heavy is bench press heavy. You can bench Press heavier weights with sets of five. That's why they increase your bench press. Five lower reps also works for muscle building. 3×8 is 24 representatives in total. 5×5 is 25 or one more representative. The total volume is about the same. But you can bench heavier weights
with 5×5. A heavier weight stimulates your muscles to grow. This and the total volume you drive the most muscle building. Double your bench press and upper body be bigger. More strength is more muscle. This is how 5×5 builds muscle. The lower representatives also build endurance. If you double your Bench Press from 50kgx8 to 100kgx5, how many times do you think you
can Bench Press 50kg? More than before, that's for sure. What about pushups? They will also be easier because each representative takes your muscles stronger less effort. It takes longer for your chest and shoulders to get tired. You get more representatives. Increasing your bench increases muscle endurance. And it continues to Pushups. Go from 3×8 or 3×10 to 5×5. The
weight will be easier. You won't get a pump or pain. Add 2.5kg/5lb each workout. Your bench press will slowly increase to the heaviest weights you've ever lifted. It will become difficult. And if you miss 3×8, you can always change later. When you do, you'll have Bench Press heavier weight on 3×8 thanks to the force you build with 5×5. More strength is more muscle. Microload your
bench press microcharger means add less than 2.5kg/5lb per workout. Microcharger works to increase your bench press by delaying trays. You need to add weight to increase your bench press. But no one can do it forever or we would all be Bench Press 500kg. Everyone ends up capping by missing representatives. The best way to break the trays is not to hit them in the first
place. Smaller increments delay trays by slowing your progress. Microcharging is more useful on bench press than on Squat or Deadlift. The Bench Press works with smaller muscles such as your shoulders, chest and arms. Squats and Deadlifts work your larger thighs and back muscles. Larger muscles are stronger and can lift heavier weights. You can add 2.5kg/5lb each
workout longer to your Squat and Deadlift. On bench press, the same increase leads to faster trays. Here's an example: let's say you're an intermediate weightlifter who Bench Presses 100kg, Squats 140kg and Deadlifts 180kg (220lb, 300lb, 400lb). The addition of 2.5 kg/5 lbs to this Deadlift is an increase of 1.25%. But adding it to your 100kg bench press is an increase of 2.5%.
It's twice as hard. It's like increasing your Deadlift from 5kg/10lb to 185kg/410lb. You are more likely to miss representatives and tray. Small increments are more effective for Bench Press. The irony is the less weight you Bench Press, the harder it is to add 2.5kg/5lb each workout. The addition of 2.5 kg/5 lbs to a 100 kg/200 lb bench press is an increase of 2.5%. Bench Press half
that, 50kg/110lb, and even 2.5kg/5lb is a 5% increase. Most people expect microcharging to be more useful for stronger and experienced bench pressers. But it turns out it's the opposite. The less bench you press, the more microloading you need to become stronger. To microcharge you need small plates. Most gyms have no lighter plates than 1.25 kg/2.5 lbs. And in some gyms
the lightest plates are 2.5kg/5lb. This requires you to add 5kg/10lb each workout. On a bench press of 50kg/110lb, this is a 10% increase. It's too much. It will work on your Squat and Deadlift for a while because they use larger muscles. But it work on your Bench Press. You will miss the representatives fast and plateau. Get smaller split plates that weigh 0.25 kg to 1 kg (the lb
version usually measures 0.25 to 1 lb). Put them in your gym bag so you can use them in your gym. Halve the weight increase on your bench press from 2.5 kg/5 lbs per workout to 1.25 kg/2.5 lbs or even 0.5 kg/1 lb. This means you add 0.25kg/0.5lb on each side of the bar. You will progress more slowly but will also delay the trays. Your bench press will increase longer, which is
more motivating. Some people question the effectiveness of microcharging. It is true that the plates often vary in weight. Plates of 20kg/45 can often be extinguished by 1kg/2-3lb. This cancels out the microload. But it also misses the point. The goal is not a non-time microcharger. The goal is cumulative microcharging. Add 1kg/2lb to your bench press each week and it will increase
by 52kg/104lb per year. Random weight variation is not relevant. The upward trend is significant. Don't be shocked by the price per kg/lb of split plates. They are more expensive than regular plates. But that's normal. It costs more to make plates at a stricter weight tolerance. That's why you're paying. Make sure you get split plates with 5 cm/2 holes to fit your Olympic barbell. Here
are some split plates that I recommend to increase your Bench Press... There are tons of DIY solutions for cheapskates over time. You can put several necklaces on your bar. You can loop small chains around it. You can put ankle weights on your bar. You can load it with heavy washers from a hardware store. I heard people filling up with little sandbags and putting this on the
bar. Anything that works. Split plates are simply easier to use, easier to take to the gym and they last forever. Microload your bench press as soon as you struggle to get your representatives. If you have just 5×5, don't add 2.5kg/5lb next time. You may miss representatives and then have to repeat the weight or unload. Switch to increases of 0.5/1 lb per workout. Your bench press
will increase more slowly. But you will be less likely to miss representatives and spend workouts repeating weight or unloading. Your Bench Press eventually increases faster, without frustration. Women should microload the bench press from day one. Women are smaller than men. Their muscles are smaller. Smaller muscles may lift less weight. why the records of bench press
men are higher than those of women, and why sport is divided by sex. Increases of 2.5 kg/5 lbs do not work for women (or younger/older). You will go from Benching 40kg 5×5 a workout to barely get a representative with 42.5kg next time. Microcharger. Note that the StrongLifts 5×5 app for iPhone and Android will tell you to microcharge your Bench Press when it detects that you
are having trouble increasing weight. You can also microload manually at any time by changing weight increases in the app settings. And the app will tell you how many sets, reps and weights to do each workout to increase your bench press. The StrongLifts 5×5 app is free to download on android. Rest longer between bench press sets resting five minutes between heavy bench
press sets. You will get more representatives and Bench Press more weight. Resting longer increases the amount of ATP available for your next set. ATP is your main source of energy for lifting weights. Each Bench Press set uses ATP. 80% is back if you rest for three minutes. 95% is back after five minutes. Rest for five minutes between difficult sets to increase the ATP. You will
have Bench Press more representatives and weight. Shorter rest times will make you sweat more. But they won't increase your bench press. They force you to Bench Press with exhausted ATP stores which is more difficult. It is not necessary to rest for more than five minutes. You have a little more ATP available, but you spend more time in the gym. It's a compromise with
diminishing returns. I never rest more than five minutes between bench press sets. Keep your workouts short by resting for only five minutes between hard bench press sets. You don't have to rest that long between easier sets. If you want to know how much time to rest between each Bench Press set, use the StrongLifts 5×5 app for iPhone and Android. The built-in will tell you
how much time to rest between each warm-up and work sets. It will help you increase your bench press without spending your life in the gym. Improve the warm-up warm-up of your press bench for your bench press by making several lighter sets first. Make two sets of five with the bar and then add weight to each set until you reach your working weight. Use the warm-up sets to
practice the proper bench press shape and warm up your muscles. You'll make fewer mistakes on your heavy sets, and are less likely to hurt yourself. Take your time to warm up properly and you will increase your bench press. Don't start your Bench Press with a large plate of 20kg/45lb on each side. The wrong way to warm up is 12x60kg, 8x80kg and then 5×5 100kg. That's
1360kg raised and 20 reps. The right way to warm up is 5x20kg, 5x20kg, 5x40kg, 3x60kg, 2x80kg, 1x90kg and then 5×5 100kg. It's only 830kg but 21 repetitions. You are less tired because you have warmed up by lifting 40% less weight. But you made one more representative to practice the appropriate bench press form. Always warm up with the empty bar when you bench
press. Add 10-20kg/25-45lb per set until you reach your work set. Do no more than five repetitions per set. Reduce as your warm-up weight increases. If you want to know the optimal sets, repetitions and weight to warm up with any Bench Press weight, use the warm-up calculator in my StrongLifts 5×5 apps for iPhone/Android. It will help you increase your bench press. Bench
Multiple Reps with One Breath This is an advanced bench press board. Not for beginners. Try to bench press several representatives with one breath. Sit on the bench with your chest, your shoulder blades tight and your back arched. Unwrap the bar with locked elbows and move it over your shoulders. Breathe a lot and hold it back. This will keep your chest high, shoulders
clenched and back arched. Now lower the bar and Bench Press as much as how you can without releasing your breath. You will be tighter and bench more representatives. Forget this tip if you're new to Bench Pressing. Beginners should not hold their breath for representatives. They can't anyway. But your chest must remain standing to keep the movement effective. It makes the
weight easier at Bench Press. Breathing between representatives by emptying your lungs relaxes your chest. It makes the weight more difficult at Bench Press. Breathe between the representatives at the top of your bench press. But make it breathe quickly to stay tight. If you are more experienced, try Bench Press several representatives with a breath. Take a deep breath at the
top before making your first representative. Don't wait to lower the bar. Do it right after you take that breath. Then Bench Press as many representatives as you can while holding your breath. On a hard set of five, I usually get at least three reps with a blast. This keeps my chest tight and saves energy for the last two toughest reps. You're overdoing it if you want to pass out. The
goal is to stay tight, not to go away and drop the bar on your face. If the pressure is too high to hold your breath, exhale. Breathe against you glottis closed on the way up. Or take a quick breath at the top. But avoid losing the waterproofing by emptying your lungs. And make sure you don't wait too long to lower the bar after taking your first deep breath. Attention with shiny objects
bench drying with chains and boards as an overload technique. A pain to configure with limited use for raw bank presses. Brilliant objects are chains, strips and planks. You use them by Bench Pressing with chains or strips attached to the bar or planks on your chest. The idea is to focus on the lockout (to strengthen your triceps). Chains and strips make the weight heavier at the
top. The boards decrease the extent of the movement that allows you to bench heavier weight. These shiny objects look cool, but aren't so effective for raw bench pressers like us. Oriented bench pressers benefit most from the bench with chains, strips and planks. They wear bench shirts that stretch when they lower the bar to their chests. This makes the lower and harder part of
the bench press easier. The shirt helps to press the weight of their chest. But it can't help the upper part of the movement. That's why bench-oriented pressers focus on lockout with bands, chains and boards of directors. Raw bench pressers we don't wear bench shirts. We don't have any help at the bottom. We have to put the weight on ourselves. Pressing the bar of our chest is
therefore always the most difficult part. We rarely fail the lockout. When we do, it's because we don't have the strength to move the bar through our sticky point. Strengthening the lockout is useless if we can't remove the bar from our chest first. That's why we need to train the whole range of movements. This does not mean that chains, strips and boards are useless. But most
people use them poorly. They Bench Press with channels to watch cool. They bench press with planks so they can brag that they bench three plates. And they neglect Bench Bench with a full range of movement in the process. Brilliant objects reinforce their lockout. But their regular bench press doesn't increase because they're not bench pressers-oriented. Keep it simple and
straight weight bench. Do not use chains, strips or boards until you can bench press 100kg/220lb at least. If you can't put this on the bench, your triceps aren't weak. Your lockout is not weak either. Your whole body and range of motion are weak. The simplest and most effective way to strengthen both is to Bench Press right weight with a full range of motion. Don't let shiny objects
distract you from doing this. Add the bench pause as a recessed bench press assistance: lower the bar to your chest, pause for 2 to 3 seconds at the bottom, then press it up. This is an advanced Bench Press board. Not for beginners. The Paused Bench Press is the best assistance exercise for raw bench pressers like us. It's like a bench press, but with a two-three-second break
at the bottom. Lower the bar to your chest. Take a break when the bar touches your chest. Stay tight while you count to three. Then press the bar away from your chest on your shoulders. Repeat. Adding the bench press on pause as assistance work will increase your bench press. The paused bench press strengthens the bottom of your bench press. As explained previously:
pressing the bar of your chest is the hardest part for raw bench pressers like us. The paused bench press increases the time energized at the bottom. It develops the strength to push through the sticky point on your regular bench press. World champion Mike Tuchscherer introduced me to this exercise several years ago. The key is to start each rep at the top as your normal bench
press. Don't start with the bar on your chest like on the air press. The appropriate shape on the bench press begins with the bar at the top. If you reverse the order starting at the bottom, it will be more difficult to set up correctly. You will have less deferral to your regular bench press. Pause Bench Press as you normally Bench. Just add this two-three-second break to the bottom.
The paused bench press does not replace your regular bench press. To increase your bench press, you need Bench Press. Don't pause all the representatives you Bench Press. Don't warm up by taking a break or pre-exhaust your muscles for the bench press. Make your regular bench press with a touch and go to the bottom (no twisting). Once done, pause the bench press
separately as assistance work for your regular bench press. On StrongLifts 5×5, you pause bench press at the end of training A. Three sets of five with about 20% less than you Bench Press. Just make sure you've dealt with other options first. Microload, repeat weight if you get stuck, unload after three failures, go from 5×5 to 3×5 and so on. Only then do you need to add the
bench on pause. Note that the StrongLifts 5×5 app will advise you on how to move forward on your Bench Press. Be patient Your bench press will grow more slowly than your Squat and Deadlift. You will miss the representatives And you'll have bench squeeze less weight than you Squat or Deadlift. The Bench Press works with smaller muscles. Smaller muscles cannot lift as
heavy as large ones. This is why raw squat records are higher than for bench press. This is also why squatting 140kg/300lb is easier than benching the same weight. And that's why patience is the key. Reset your expectations. It's not realistic to expect 10kg/20lb PRs on your Bench Press. Adding this to a 100kg/220lb is a 10% improvement. It's like the 180kg/400lb Bench
Presser hitting an 18kg/40lb PR night. You rarely hear that. You usually hear that they hit a small PR of only 2.5kg/5lb. This is an improvement of 1.25%. It's like adding 1kg/2.5lb to a 100kg/220lb bench press. This is how you should expect your bench press to increase. Make a big deal about little Rs. It doesn't seem impressive to hit 1kg/2lb PRs on your Bench Press. But it adds
up. Increase your bench press by 1kg/2lb each week and you'll have 52kg/104lb more Bench in a year. That 60kg/135lb Bench Press turns into 112kg/249lb. That's more than most guys in Bench Press gyms. All it takes is peeling away at it with small increments. Be patient and your bench press will increase. See also
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